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ABSTRACT
Part of a year-long sociolinguistic study of teacher

a'd pupil perceptions of classroom discourse, this study focused on
the following sethodological question: how sight the approach
selected for analysis of language as a linguistic systes affect what
is learned about language in a give,. social situation? subjects were
16S children end their teachers it six second, third and fourth grade

clessrooss in a lower socioeconosic, multiethnic elementary school.
Sit teacher-planned lanouage arts lessons were videotaped in each
class7oo over the course of the year. Transcripts of the lessons

wets also_ mule. The videotapes eed/or transcripts were 3alxed uslta
three different approaches to analysis of classroom language: a

language dimensions approach, a speech act analysis, and an analysis
of the structural sequencing of question cycles. After competing the
data derived fros the above three approaches, the conclusion was
reached that the initial findings of the original study, (which was
based on the language disensions approach), were not only supported
by the two alternative approaches, but more importantly, were
considerably clarified, intended, and strengthened. (Author /BO
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ABSTRACT

This repeals presents details of one aspect of a yeat41ons sociolinguistic

study of participant perspectives of classrooms discourse, and fettle's on the

eethodolostealqwestion of how the findings about relationships Werreen

liteaufte factors and pupil success is school say he affected by the *elec-

tion of see of severel alternative lineuistic systems for analysis of classroom

Wireless-4 The sublects were 10 pupils and their teachers in six second, third,

and fourth greie classrooms in a lover eoeioaeoftoeic, eultiethnic elementary

*cheat located at the southern en4 o the pan Francisco Say. Si* lawns, arts

Winans were etaleoteped in each olstiroom Israel/in Septelbor and January. Bach

bosom was played We& le three tour.slaute seteents to pupils in the class,

et the sass day it was taught. Pupils were interviewed Individually, and asked

after fade esipast, "What did you hear anybody saying is that part of the lesion ?"

The videotapes were used to praise, transcripts of the legmes. Pupil reports

of what they heard were compared to lesson transcripts to identify language

events whit* were west "Wiese to pupils.
The videotapes end/or transcripts of the lessons were analysed by three

different sets of researchers, using three different approaches to analysis

of Itisearoms Imaguaget a language dimensions approach, a speech act analysis,

ma4laa inalysla of the struttural sequencing of question cycles. Descriptioes

derived from these three approaches were compared in several ways. the elements

of classroom lameusge that were sou salient to pupils were eftalyeed, based or

each of *blase three descriptions, to identify vita each approach night reveal

about pull perceptions of classroom discount*. Two classrooms that were sip-

nifitantly interest is final reading achievement were compared, based on each

of the three descriptions, to identify what each approach misht reveal about

classroom language factors that Noy contribute to success VA school. Finally,

the three emalytic approaches were compared, to identify the ways in which their

descriptive findings supported end supplemented each other, as well as the ways

in which they contradicted each other.

It was caecluied that the initial findings of the study, based on the lan-

guage dieensiems approach to analysis of classroom language, were supported as

a result of this comparative analysii. More importantly, they were clarified,

extended, and strenothened considerably. As a result of this investigation,

the method of *triehgulation" of findings from alternative systems of classroom

observation was strongly recommended for use in further research on teaching.
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FOREWORD

t? is final report is lt*hOtted into five separate parts, which ate:

Part It Ohat Did Anybody Say? (salient features of classroom

distourea)

Part fit *y Do YOU Ask? (interpretations of the question cycle)

Pert lilt Rules of Discourse, Classroom Status, Pupil Participation,

aed Achievement in Roading: A Chaining of Relationships.

Part IV: ROW Do VI Know, (alternative descriptions of classroom dis-

course)

Part 1ft Attending to the Discourse of Classmates in Play Settings

Copies of other parts of this report can be obtained from Syracuse Un4versity

at a nominal fee.

A number of people have contributed in a variety of ways to the conduct

-of the study and the preparation of the final report, and we are grateful to

this all. Rosedith Sitgreaves of Stanford University gave us invaluable advice

on questions of statistical analysis. Roger Shuy of Georgetown University and

the tinter for Applied Linguistics west major consultant on the sociolinguis-

tic analysis of the data and was assisted in his anatysea by Steve Cahir, also

of the Center for Applied Linguistics. Arnulfo Ramirez of the State Univer-

sity of Now York at Alba7efomducted a cub-study that provided a speech act

dimalysis of ill-thirty-sin lessons. _Margaret Lay-Dopyera of Syracuse Univer-

ty conducted a sub-study that provided a description of pupil's communica-
An,

its patterns in play_ settings.

immearch assistants who bravely waded with us through the masses of

data, contributing important ideas of their own along the way, included Mary

ImMilten at the California State University at Wayward, and Gary Gallusso,

Paid heal, sad Patricia Graham at Syracuse University. Tha hardy souls who

Mt on the floor Whitt* with pupils throughout the school year of 1978-79,
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and who enabled us to gather n wide VAtiO of relevant data fteronme thew

so optioltls won the trust and 000peration of those rUpilfl, wore Raman Lytle,

Kitty Norton Stephanie Gemini, and GrogkNiormon.

VII wish to *motet's our appreciation to Kent Viehoovor anti Virginia

Koehler of the Motional Institute of Kdoration for their Advice and OPRIA-

Utiles in sealing with administrative idiosyncratic!, of th rtolect, and to

Harold Shahan (Research toundation, California hat* University et Hayward),

Vallee Hough, and William Wilson (Off ice of Aponsorod Progtrcros, Syrocuie

University) for their assiatahce in dealing with budget natters.

Prodottion of this final report proceeded according to mehodulo.becAuoo

Of the skillful typing of Laurie liattelle and Linda Woentak, We are indeMtod

to them for their cheerful assistance.

Most of all, we owe our thanks to the pupil© and teachers of the "South

Ray School," who shared with us their thoughts about language in classrooms,

to the parents, who welcomed us in to their homes to videotape family conver-

sations, and to the principal, who provided the support and resources to make

us feel at home in his school. We have learned much from all of them, and

will not soon forget any of them.

Greta Morin*-Hershimer
(Syron's* University)

Morton Tenenberg
(California State University, Hayward)
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Moat cloaarmom raessrthata woo

log eideroos behavior le that 1. t

Obat "a major pot** in study

ndoua effort to totally as what

Ig happening hot then aimply l.kirtd tha bana for vonte4 sod intsrprating

it lit tams of conveotionat etogorloo" (Mobil 10/4, pg. /0). Pifpqnsoott,

of aboaeroom onolyle have &fait with thia problem to stun. stt,

tont by having tho tcathor code the interaction and Like hisficor own intirpta-

Jafitotte (.14,140ta, MO) Somme, 19641 MArina Kthnographic studios,

60101101416,i0 atodiee, and 'tent's* of taacher information promising have

delft with It by Poking 4 ffort to gather data about the partiti

pont' Interptatations of tha 1 , chiofly through e conicity of 10141,VIOM

techniquoe, Inelolingulata particolarl- have emphasised thm amid to study Par-

tleipsot lotorpretatIone of tha social situations in which lenguagm octore,

Nylon (1917 point* out that!
4o-

"Authority startiO0 to aft 1oveittOiator from knowledge of . wido

range of relevant moteriale, from mastery of pothook' of enalycla, from

esporienca with a type of problem, But tha authority ciao *mum, rum

mastery of ictivitie and skills, from art potioncs with a vanity of

language in a community. An Investigator depends upon the abilitios

of than* In the situation, whathor it la a quotation of scientific In-

quiry or practical application." (pg. XV)

Stubba (1916) arguas than

"hileoarch on children and claaaropms Is usually dome by outeldare,

but ultimatoly It its only the paMelpante Ina situation who have full

access to all its relevant aspects. Ultimately a socioliogoletIc
description of elseroom Lingua* moat COMO to gripe wirli the values,
attitudes, and facially loaded moaning* which are convoyed by tie language,

and only the participants hAve foil secs.' to thee. values," (pa, 76)

In addition to an acknowledgement of the importance of participants' I

terpretationa, two °Over mathodol aal matting sr. of concoca to ociolinsulta

rnsagod in elsaarenn fmeatch craw/11os of longues developeont In children.

Tits first i the problem of stooying the ` "natural situation." problem 'or

7



all tie...room riatoarrhoro, for it hos frequantly been hat having so

otraervor present In !tomtit reates afn unnatural situation. This is portico

twit true whom the social slotting is wh.t is being studied, fur 1t la rho

*Octal sires[, Of the oirmstion which may be *Get Aff*ctO4 by U. pioneers

0 an outolde observer. Pride (MO) anteirg**,,ros tt,ia nitaly Aar, he polars

oat tie 4111114111a. letharant In obaeryYng prIvata verhof behavior, for with

the pees et of- an 9440VW*,, privet, disappears.

4tulliv. differ widely in how Oosoly that' sample rho nitwit! language

setting, and In wwher they report saampla. ot attual language /med. Pathar

itmovell from the natural situation are etudles where pattio-Ipanta

apective raports it. 114114 AO thm bmoir_ 4ato, porte4 by oheervattona of

few Atiktif f_otimunitation events (e.g.. 1175). 0.114ran'a language in

ampariestitel or teat situatioho hoe teen *saaelre4 in a aortas of ditoidiOW

40r, Cordon 4 brown. 1964; 1114iO4, 1161; Arandle b Mentlefoon, 19/0)_

Mohan (WI) has orgaad that a child's language ability is sot an absolute

quality. but rather the 0Ort044 04 a sncial (onto-tinter, this swiseirtni that

the test aituaion item)? "tonatructe" the thild's shIlIty, en4 4 not a valid

'wawa, of his /her *virusl use uf fonguaga.

A large prepiodation'. of atu4lie have been 'or ftv4 through obsorvetlos of

end participation In rho natural apeitch situation, La&oe (1970, 19/2) i.n p

titular has Weed hie WO re field work ond porticfpont

*boort/ethos In the peach communitlee he has investigated. II. providas detailed

analyses of the actual languaga recorded in thee* natural settings.

Some investigitors observe and report on only one type of ,racial situa-

tion. focussing prieerily on the claserome or instructional setting (e.g..

Sellack, 1966; Sim. 969; Atkinson, 1975) . Culapars end therasischuk (1977)

varied the social situation by varying the role relationship when they coopered



S
tttit Otiocourim of 46 adult teacher with a group of children to a 6-yser-u14

teechimg S -yur r,l4 child. Several investigators have cospersd children's

lama *ea is two Mistreat *octal tltuatinns, the obtaining further Leldcot
0

into cher/I:tete-fleck* of ctsseraum dlecourets. Philip. (1917) compered school

MatIASA to city settings in her study of Naive Americen children.

60110 (1972) :worded end *beer-void Meuallen children in 14111SODAlo on the piny-

stowed, and in convers ation with an adult observer, and identified different

performs in their speech that corresponded to theve different sit tiring. In

studying the functions of *fiance in Sioux and Cherokft cleeeroona, Gueont

(1972) observed ohittirsa in claesrooms en4 in the come/amity.

Token in their totality, thee.) studies diftoristrilto that ootIoliogutats

have mode a concerted effort to observe language in natural social situetione,

to record it as coepletely and ecturacely no possible, end to CrAPp4f0

MOM language to languor/ used in other *octal eituations in order to better

underarend the Lel meaning of classrone discourse.

The second methodological matter of cnncern has to do with the features

of language that ought to comprise the basic data for analysis, and to some

extent this eppeare to be based upon the ;Aim of the researcher (Stubbs,

1976, pg. 107), as well ea upon the pro%les under study The selected fee-

tures have included silence (Dumont, 1972)..chVidten to and +Atte

of question,. (Soggs, 1972), the topic under diecusslon (Tctrode, 1974), teachers'

use of specialised terns (batnes, 1969), talk-.bout -telk, or*lmeteconsunicatine

(Atkinson, 19/5; Stubbs, 1976), disruptive events (Ataineon, 1915), and in-

sulates of oisoutimunication (Adelson 4 Walker, 1975) . Some studies haye used

a combination of features, such as cards, owes, and Interchanges (Mishlet,

1972) or words, sentence form, sad intonation (Cuspete 4 SerastnchuX, 1977) ,

There are relatively few exesples where researchers have an,al.ted class-



room Longue.* as agates, rather Glen focuaaing on isolated features of the

language. Sellack, et al (1 4), Schleaoff (19048), end Turner (191.9) *re

Lepertmet examples of i!hile approach- Sintieir and Co4Ihard have Iden-

tified biers:04W etructure of classro" dittourse jr vtilcb 4i7A

ell-itatiee, prompt, oominattoti build up into move* fe4., initiation. re-

epouae; frame, focus), Which coehIpe to Iota teaching exchdgee or bout...Ur-1

*achieve.. noes ezaishiges coublos to fora trane,v'tlore. are: a strive of

transactions form a lesson.

Stubbs OW% 1970 has ro,lady twtAxe4 the tetAitir,cy trio rttr.atchere

to select as evident* any feature of language which strikes them as totes

eating and wipe the important* of analyzing language as a elt-contained

oyster, with an inhereat organization_ kilos, he calla for clots. etten-

tie* t Language sequences (e.g., Wtquetv:ee
of convtr-

&WOW' acts} 41 critical feature of language orgeltittion,

The critical aspects of hodology Olvm*4 above have

miammeritad by Stubbs (1976) in the follOving stacements

Nrhe demands Which one has to ask* for work on Language In educa-

tion era therefore as follows. The work should be based primarily an

naterskistic eboervatioos and recording of language to real sociel situ

otiose: midi in the disarms itself, but also In the home, and is

the peer groom, sticb is the most powerful linguistic influence on

dal-dram. The work suet be based oo a linguistically idequatt atuelysta

of what is said. This mans both being expi:clt about' the relation be

twos language for sad Lwow functinme and also ana1yeing the language

44 11.010.45 yStedl. It Is sot enough, however, for the analysis to

be agaroaa la a mechanical way: what is required is an analysis of the

comveyed by language and as analysis of people's atti

we an, to understand the general pfinti-

amderlyies the sociolinguistic forces at work IA school*. the 411a1Y-

_laegmegm is aducatlooal settings suet be related to what we know

sociolinguistic behavior in other attings,

Thies demands ars stringent cod oo work

as all covets.* (pg. 112)

ye "vial:es the,

The steer reported as here wee designed with these critical sethodologi-

cal eleeeets In *Ind. Naturalistic observations and recording, of language

0
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worts sada La real *octal aituati z in the classroom, al the home, and t

play group*. A variety of task* vets used with pupils sod teactars in order

to ideality egg social meanie,* of Language for the participants in chase

social wallow A special study was made of participant perceptioos of

form-fumccism ralationsinipe. A sociolinsuist analyzed videotapes of clear

Lemmas dad described classroom differemtas with ri ud to a set of

basic sociollaguistic concepts.
Compariaons ware made between that sociolio-

auist's perceptions of classroom language, and the participants' perceptions

of the seen 111/43444*.
Comparison& ware also sada between pupils' porcnp-

CUMs of clamorous language and their perceptions of Lamage in faaily

coovarsatioes and in play group toteractions The findings with regard to

all of asses aapecta of the lavOetig4rAct NW* been presented in the first

three parts ad talc final report.

This paaticular put of the luta' report addressee! separate, but

highly relatad, methodological cascara, bow tight thi approach that we **tact

for the analysis of Laoguaga as a linzutstic syates affect what we learn about

Languaga um a Owes sotisi situation,

/4.01014/

'Stubbs (1970 has pointed out the lioitotiors of obeervstions of class

Lanus., based on use of selected feature* or categories, but he hat

mot addressed the issue of variation 20 approtc_et to aaalysis of language

as a linguistic swam. Oa stems to imply that any analysis which guanines

Language as a self - contained syste, and attends to language sequences, will

provide so adequate description. It is a fact. hoosver, that a variety of

aaalytic approach** are currently in vim by eociolingu Sates and we have little

inforsstisses *at actual difference these various approachee sight Oaks in

*tat vs kat*.
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Thts study provided us with a unique opportunity to investigate this

questioe. A met of thirty-siz IMNIUNFO arts laieaos taught in six different

classrooms, wee available for analysis. These lassona were recorded on video-

tame, and written transcripts were prepared from the videotapes. Three dif

ferent approaches to lin guistic analysis were used over the full set of les-

By cospariog the descriptions which resulted, we can begin to identi-

fy alailarities aod,d1Iferences in what we "know" about the Language in these

lassoes lobes we *elect one system of analysis as opposed to another.

es Under Lrrestrantion

this study is one of eight sociolinguistic studies funded by the Mattooal

institute of tducatioo. to examine the general problem of causes and effects

of inadequate leareins of the rules awl processes of classroom discourse. The

general paradigm that has been 4404 to guide this study is presented in Figure

1. In this model the child's perceptions of discourse at home or at play and

at school and htslher participation in claveroom discourse are sees as tater

wising variables betimes family language factors, classroom Language fac-

tors, and eventual success in school. The Wei indicate the tepee of re-

lationships we its eamelning in the total study.

It will be clear froe even a quick tIMULOAtiO0 of this model that the

issue addressed is this paper is a critical one for the study. If different

approechee to the analyats of classroom language yield very different dascrip-

titles of that Lampage, then our tracing of rslatiouahips between Classroom

Language factors emd *WAS. 1a School, through the intervening variables of

Pupil Perceptions of Classroom Discourse and Pupil Participation

room newer**, will yield different findings with each new approach. It is

pot just a matter of idle curiosity, then, that leads us to ask how such
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similarity we cal expect to find in descriptions of classroom language that

derive from alternative analytic approaches.

The variables to be specifically addressed in this part of t)' final re-

port are Classroom Language Factor Pupil Perceptions of Classroom Discourse,

and Success in School. Three di erect descriptions of classroom language fac-

tor.* will be presented, based on Ores different approaches to the analysis

of classroom 'swage. Pupil patterns of reporting what they heard in les-

sons (i.e.. the elements of classroom language that appeared to be most "sa-

lient" to pupils) will be compared to each of these descriptions, to identify

what each approach say rteveal to us about pupil perceptions'of classroom dis-

course. Two classrooms that were significantly different in final reading

achievement (entering reading controlled for) will be compared,.based on each

of the three approaches, to identify what each approach say reveal to us about

classroom language factors that say contribute to success in school. Finally,

the Tee analytic approaches will be compared. to identify the ways in which

their descriptive findings support and supplement t.ch other, as well as the

ways in which they contradict each other.

PROCEDURES

Subjects

The subjects of this study are 165 children,,and their teachers, in six

second, third, and fourth grade classrooms, in a single school located at the

southern end of the San Francisco Bay. The six teachers are all female, and

all have been teaching for many years. Four are Anglo, one is Black; and one

is Portuguese. The school is located in a lower socioi000mic, multiethnic,

urban area, consisting mainly of small, single family dwellings. Stable, two

parent faintss predominate, and the school population is also remarkably stable

13
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for lower S25 eommuaJty. About 4S2 of the pupils are Mexican-American, 352

are Anglo, 112 Black, and 92 other minority groups, including primarily child-

ren of Asian and Portuguese extraction. The school appears to us to be re-

markably well integrated, with nulerous friendship choices that cross ethnic

"lines."

While several Mexican - American grandparents, and a few parents, speak

only Spanish, most of the Mexican - American parents are at least bilingual,

and many speak primarily English. Almost all of the children we worked with

were reasonably fluent in English. There is community interest in maintaining

the Mexicat;-American Culture in the family, but parents are also actively in-

terested in having their children succeed in the American school culture.

Data Collection urea

The basic dare collection procedure for this study involved videotaping

six language arts lessons in each classroom over the first half of the school

year (September through January). Teachers selected their own content for

these lessons. We specified only that they not teach spelling or handwriting,

and that the lessons should include the whole class and should involve some

verbal ±nteraction (1.e.,.not bs crtpristd merely of individualized seatwork).

The lessons covered a variety of topics (e.g., capitalization, nouns, poetry

analysis, creative writing) and a variety of activities (e.g., pantomime, sen-

sory awareness exercise, textbook exercises).

The videotaped less ins were played back to pupils and teachert 4n the

same day that they. were taught. Each pupil viewed three different lessons,

working individually with a data collector, and responding to a variety of

data collection tasks. Each teacher viewed all six lessons, and responded to

the same set of data collection tasks as did the pupils. The data collection

task most relevant to this paper /involved identifying the classroom language

that was "heard" by pupils.
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Apprortaitaly 12 ainntes of a classroom period were videotaped, in-

eluding tws to three sinutos from the "opening" of the period, one or more

segments la dila verbal interaction among pupils and teacher, occurred, and

two to threamimutes at the end of the lesson. The videotaped lesson was

played back for participants in three segments, each about 3-4 minutes in

length. At the end of each segment, each researcher asked the pupil with

whom (s)he ems working, "What did you hear anybody saying in that part of the

lesson?" %samovar was quickly recorded verbatim on a 3 x 5 card, and the

researcher them asked, "What else did you hear ..nybody saying in that part of

the lesson?" This continued until the pupil could think-of no more responses.

The next videotaped segment was then played, and the procedure repeated, until

the complete videotaped sequence had been viewed.

Videotapes of. the lessons were used to produce written transcripts.

Student reports of what they heard being said in the lessons were compared

to those transcripts, to identify the language events that appeared to be

most "sanest" to pupils.

Data aa wading achievement were collected based on results of the Metro-

politan Achievement Test, which was routinely administered by all'teachors in

the school is October. "Entering" reading achievement-was measured in the

fall of 197$, at the beginning of our year of data1collection. "Final" read-

. Ins achievement was measured in tLe fall of 1979, following our year of data

collection. Is examining the classroom language fac. 75 that might be related
aos1.

to final addreesent, we have used regression analysis to control for entering

reading sckiammment.

Data Analysis

%Fes separate sociolinguistic analyses were carried out, using the video-*

tapos/tmummmipts of the thirty7six loosing. In the first analysis, conducted

17
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by Nom Shuy, with the assistance of Steve Cahir, both of the Center for

Applied Linguistics, the videotapes were viewed and reviewed, and the tran-

scripts were studied in addition. On each of three occasions a "pair" of les-

sons wee analysed ter each of the .ix teachers (2 lessons taught in early

and late Sepieiber, 2 lessons -taught in October and November, and 2 lessons

taught in December and January) and a protocol description of the language

in each pair of lessons was prepared. At the end of the school year the

videotapes, transcripts, and protocols f'r all six lessons were reviewed

. for each teacher, and a summary description was prepared. These summary

\
descriptio a were then examined, and a set of basic features or "dimension*"

appearing in mat of these descriptions was identified. Finally, an overall

report was prepared explaining these language dimensions, and describing and

comparing the six classrooms with regard to them.

In the second analysis, conducted by Arnulfo RaAlrez of the State Univat

sity of New York at Albany, with the assistance of three graduate students,

the lesson transcripts were coded, using a system of speech act analysis. This

system.was adapted from Smith and Coulthardsi model (1975) and used in a

Stanford.study.of discourse patterns during composition lessons (Ramirez,

1979). Some additional refinements of the system were made for use in this

study. Coders were trained in use of the revised system, and inter-rater reli-

ability was established by independent coding of three separate lessons, with

percentage agreements among observers ranging from .75 to 1.00 on all categories of

-speech acts. Each lesson was coded separately and the frequencies of exchanges,

moves, and the various categories of speech acts within each move, were iden-

tified by source (teacher or pupil) for each lesson. Means, standard devia-

tions, and ritioe'were computed, and the Friedman two-way analysis of variance

I, ranks was used to identify-significant differences in patterns of language
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use ewer time and across teachers.

In the third analysis of classroom language factors an adaptation of an

I

approach proposed by Johnson (1979) was used. In this approach the question

cycle, solicit-respond-react, identified by lellack (1966), is viewed in

terms of three types of equential relationships:

1) a "conjunctive" olationship, where the same question is re-

sponded to by mo e than one student;

2) an "embedded" relationship, where the reaction takes the form

of a new (e.g., probing) question, thus beginning a cycle within

a cycle; and

3) a structurally independent relationship, where one cycle is clog

out-end a new question is asked of a new respondent.

Greta Morine-tershimer and Gary Callum) used this approach to categorise

the question cycleSin each lesson, apd developed a way to diagram the sequen-

tial structure of the lesson. The categorizing was done independently by the

two coders, Morine-Dershieer being thoroughly familiar with both videotapes

and transcripts of the lessons, and Callum) being thoroughly familiar with

the transcripts. In the rare instances where disagreements occurred, the cod-

ins was discussed and a concensus reached.

For both the speech act analysis and the diagramming of question cycle

sequences an analysis was made of the saliency of various types of speech

events for pupili. A "salient" event was defined as one which was specifi-
\

tally reported as heard by 4 or more pupils (12 o 14 pupils viewed each

videotaped lesson, and were thus "available" to r port aS, given event). In

the case of the speech act analysis, a proportion of-salient events vas com-

puted for each type of move, and.for each type of speech act within a move.

Friedman's two-way analysis of variance by ranks was used identify sieni-_

ficant differences in the saliency of various moves or acts. In the case of

the diagramming of question cycle sequences, a psoportion of salient events was
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computed for pupil responses within each type of question cycle. friedman's

two-way analysis of variance by ranks was used to identify significant dif-

ferences in this Amstance as well.

It shauld be sated thatAhe methods of synthesis and summary presenta-

tion of descriptive information differ somewhat for each of these three ap-

proaches, but that each is appropriate for the analytic approach being used.

FINDINGS

Identify Ina the Iftmensions

of Classroom Lammas
*

The following4description was written by Roger Shyly to summarise his

findings with regard to the characteristics of talk in the six classrooms

adftr investigatien It is divided into three parts: where the talk takes'

place; how the talk takes place; and what the talk means.

Where thetalk takes place. One must begin a sociolinguistic analysis

of classroom talk by noting that languarie is used for many different purposes

in many different ways. Consequently, any description or interpretation of

a given exchange of talk must be set in the many conceptual and physical con-

texts in which such talk occurs. All classrooms, for example, have multi-

ple purposes, institutionally and individually. School, for example, is

supposed to develop learning of content but it is also designed for learning

acceptable social behavior. That is, the teacher's role is to further both

cogn tive growth and social development. These concerns are sometimes mutu-

ally upportive and, at other times, at odds with each other. In addition,

while earning can only be individual (that is, someone cannot learn for some-

one flee), our schooling system requires such learning to take place in the

context of thirty or more children per teacher who are together, in the same

room, the majority of the time. This rather obvious fact must be stated be-

cause it is such en important constraint on classroom talk. Perhaps the
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majo: distinction between classroom talk and other daily discourat is that

the latter is most often one to ate and the former is moat often thirty or

sore to one.

It is also an unfortunate fact of education that the social function of

talk is more visible than the content or cognitive function. Evidence of

this is the frustration of the language arta in getting beneath the surface

of learning to what linguists have referred to as the deep structure. Else-

where, I have characterized this difference with an "iceberg illustration,"

here depicted in Figure 2.

Figure 2 shows, essentially, that the focus of instruction in the teach-

ing of reading, writing, and speaking is most frequently at the surface level.

We give lip service to the importance of the deep levels, the functions of

these concerns, but relatively little instructional time or focus. Educe-
(

tion is not alone in having responsibility for this situation. The general

public finds it most convenient to be critical of education at the points

where education can be seen--the forms. They fail to understand that learn-

ing tees place from deep to surface (the exact wal babies learn their na-

tive language) rather than from surface to dap.

It is not surprising, then, that the teachers in this study tend to

focus on the aspects of language arts which are, on the whole, surface: the

socialisation aspects rather than the content aspects. This is not to say

that chase socialisation aspects are unimportant. They are most certainly

the crucial delivery system of the content and the latter would not be ac-

tuali ,11 without such a delivery system. The question, rather, is one of

focus and balance. It is my position that, just as it is more important to ,

halm* good idea and say it poorly than to have a poor idea and say it well,

so it is more important to have a good language arts content with poor de-

livery than a poor or zero concept with good management and delivery.
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Naturally, the hest of all possible worlds would find a good concept will

delivered.

The eta teachers in this *truly approach the content of the language arts

lessons is someWhat different ways. It say be useful to sysbolise this

rump from contest to delivery as a wet of concentric circles (see Figure

3).

When we speak of "where the talk takes place", then, it in clear fray

Figure 3 that the majority of talk does not take place in the content as-

pact of language arts. This la not .o say that no content is mentioned or

learned. Om the other hand, very little Language arts content was provided

to the students in any of these twelve lessons. In the twelve lessons of

Teachers and F, for example, there are small amounts of language arts con-

tent taught --for example, the capitalization of "I". The lessons of other

teachers were ostensibly about such things as antonyms but the buildups

were so removed from the topic that there is little chance of any language

arts contest learning taking place. Teachers A and C had no language arts

content at all. Teachers D and s=had even less language arts content than

'Mashers I and F. Figure 3 attempts to recognize that the classrooms of all

six teachers contained a great deal of ;elk about "doing school" which means

the social aspects of Wag is school such as management, directions about

taking out books, being quiet, etc., (the outer circle). Four of the teachers

talked about (and permitted talk about) the form of doing the content. By

this I seam that there was talk about the way one would behaile or talk If

one were to focus on a language arts content. This sort of talk appears to

be useful as a way of getting into the content or leading up to it. All

thirty-six lessons studied, however, were disappointing in terms of the ac-

tual tatio of language arts content to the forms about that content or the
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teems of dotal school.

la terms of discourse asalysis, whet Figure 3 represents is that

teachers i, D, I end T ell introduced the topics of lingoese arts content

bat that only teachers 11eod f developed those topics to any form of resole-

ties. Dy analogy to boreal conversation, it is equivalent to bringing-up

se appropriate subject for discussion but thee not taking that subject

(topic) to any logical destination. In coeversatios, topics eventually

got resolved is eome way. In these classrooms, the topic of Inagua:as arts

expected is all twelve litssous. It is clearly introduced in only the

lessons of teachers 1, D, I and F. It is resolved in even fewer of these =

lessons. Teachers I and f occasionally resolve language arts topic by

focusing the content of that topic and by leading the students to it.

Teacher* A end C expend soot of their effort on the topic of school social-

Wien, never getting around to the topic of language arts at ell.

lbw the talk take:1114ms. The "how" of classroom talk is analysed

hers is terse of dimensions of language. They are: talk end management;

topic; self-referencing; super s ; and naturalness. Each of these

dimensions is explored in some dap

1) Talk and management. One of the keys to good Mdflatelbera is in

knowing where we ars and where we are about to go. Identification of one

self in as agenda is savaged by these teachers in quite different soya.

Tischer D consistently informs her class about where they are within the

lesson plan: explaining as she directs the loosen. Her lessons contain clear

sequence markereopenings, continuation indicators, and obeli*, ell-ac-

complished with language. Likewise, Teacher Yam conversational snmeast-

sent strategies which are quite consistent across lessons. The first of

these strategies is her openings of lessons, the transition point from the

25
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opeoins exercises to the laasoo itself. Most frequently, this transition

is accomplished by Teacher lf es follows. Set introduction consists of a

personal ammedote topically appropriate for a discussion with almost any-

com. WU* the content sight well be suitable for any conversation the

presentation is much sore reminiscent orclaseroom speech: pause to get

rime's attention,
silence, beginning of anecdote with a very high intone-

tiont aneicldre, and completed by a leading question which offers the class

an opportunity to bid for a turn to join the conversatioo.

Within the lesson, this teacher demonstrates a variety of sechaniame

for directing the discussion. Mete the following pivotal utterance. which

the teacher strategically places to move the lesson forward:

(1) I'd like to turn soesching around a minute, then, did the ell, see you?

(2) Now Is going to core back to you because you sort of triggered some-

-thins in sy thinking there.

(3) Well, something that Rachel said sort of ties in with a short little

poem that I'd like to read to you today.

Teach*: B. io contrast with Teachers 0 and F, uses language to manage

in s different way. Her focus is on the manner of child response sore than

on thi-cnntsnt.nt it. In all of the lessons examined for Teacher II, the les

son questions contain instructions which require that students give appropri-

ate answers in appropriate form. At least two lessons ere the "guess what's

in sy head" variety where children are to itSot yesfno questions designed to

help them discover what the teacher has in mind. One of these lessons con-

tains the following exchange:

Student: What shape is it?

Teacher: Can you say that another way:

Student: Sow big is it?

Teacher: So, why don't you me what shape you think it is,

ask me thet.
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Student: is it square?

Teacher: Mo.

This diseussioe is represibtative of the simultaneity of langurge tasks that

teachers encounter. Teacher S has to control for the content of the question,

which in di* case is acceptable. She has work to do, however, on the form.

When focusing on form, the content changes'from a question of argwto one

of size. Teacher!, his tore-establish the content whils still working on

the fors. Unfortunately for the student when it all comes together, the

answer is still 'Ws" Teacher I is generally skillful at these 'manipulations.

Its language teachers use moat fulfills a variety of classroom needs; the in-

tereating question of the relationships that exist between teacher language

use and teaching still remains. Or, from-another perspective, does the

student learn-the rule br doc- the student learn?

Teacher It vamps the class in still a different way. Very strong

on transition procedures 'hands down, clear desks, listen closely, etc."- -

she runs a tight ship in terms of the conditions for talking. Teacher g

is always in control, inching forward slowly, never. fully revealing the

right answers and often giving only hints of them. She permits many turn -

taking exchanges, offering,a wide range ofclass participation, but very

little progress toward content goal. This is i clear case of the social

equellce of clasiroom management being at odds with the probing of real know

ledge. Management, for Teacher 13,4,0 done primarily by well. controlled

bidding ('hand - raising?, with short turns and little response on her part

which would indicate whether or not progress toward resolution is being

made. it is annagement)y withholding information, She doles out precisely

thi laormation needed, no more and no less, and only when it is needed.

This use of language allows the teacher to enforce verbally hei lines of con-
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trol. This is further exemplified when a student raises his hand to ask

"What page of the book ?" Teacher E answers: "I haven't told you yet",

immediately followed by "Would you please open your books to page 18."

Maintaining eoncrol through withholding of information is certainly not

limited to the classroom; neither, however, is it =COOL= in the class-

room.

Teacher C sets the ground-rules of her lessons via language, but not

with clarity. She often presents the rules inductively without explicitly

stating the rule itself. When Teacher C does attempt to explain the ground

rules of the lesson deductively, the explanation is lengthy and unclear.

The students are not always clear about what they are to do and are occa-

sionally frustrated by this. Teacher C attempts to overcome this confv

'ion by seeking the help of one of her better students. She uses this pu-

pil by gulag him many turns, and praising his answers ("Oh, I hadn't thought

of that!"). Like many teachers, Teacher C has found a student on whom she

can depend ;rx participation and cooperation. In a sense, she has appointed

an assistant manager.

Teacher A manages with ritualized language. If Teacher F is a classic

example of natural language in the classroom, Teacher A provides a classic

example of ritualized language use. The language used in this classroom is

unlike anything heard by children in the other contexts of life. It is as

though the teacher has doCreed a special language domain to be used in that

classroom to the exclusion of all others. The students in her class, by

the time we see them, manage this language rather effectively, all things

considered. From the perspective of education, it is difficult (if not

impossible) to determine what (if anything) is eve. learned. language

arts are Wised almost entirely as social etiquette, ritualized choral be-.
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havior, and "getting ready" for something. Perhaps there is a kind of

"following directions" learning which is remotely associated with compre-

hending oral instruction, but the price the children pay to learn it-is

quite great.

Almost as though ritualization of talk were not enough, Teacher A also

mangages with her hands. She actually conducts the class much as an orches-

tra conductor conducts an orchestra. She uses her hands to sit the class

down, to conduct counting functions and, of course, to lead the singing of

"America". With her hands (virtually the only movement she makes) she

quiets, elicits, and moves.

These six teachers, then, use language to manage in a range of ways.

Since the conditions of good management never operate in isolation from what

is being managed, it is difficult to assess the quality of such effort on

any basis but clarity. Teacher A, for example, manages very strongly but

produces a soporific effect. Teacher F manages with natural language (con-

versational) strategies. Teacher D marks the lesson points most effectively

in a metacognitive manner. Teacher B manages toward get 1 the form of

school and the form of content right (and also covers content in her lessons).

For Teacher C, classroom language follows rigid turn-allocation (non-language)

rules. Teacher S manages by controlling and withholdir4 information.

2) Topic, Topic introduction, branching, maintenance, recycling and

resolution are of great interest in any verbal exchange. Only recently has

such work been seen to be of interest in educatidn, and the lessons examined

here offer hints of different teaching styles.

Teacher 1, for example, is adept at topic branching. This term can be

used to refer to pivotal points in the discussion when the answLr to the

question "What is being talked about?" changes. While theoretically any
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utterance of any participant in a conversation can serve to altei the topic,

classroom language has certain Characteristics that constrain this generali-

sation. Most obvious is the role of the teacher as discourse director, the

person whose responsibility it is to steer the verbal interaction so as to

attain the goals of schooling. In order to achieve those goals, topics which

appear peripheral are more often studenit-introduced and teacher-truncated

than those which immediately relate to lesson topics, which are teacher-in-

troduced and class-developed.

The poem, "Accidentally," presents Teacher F's class with the rather

common assignment of linking their own experiences to that which has been pre-

sainted. The open-ended instructions: "What I'm going to ask you to do is

think of an experience you've had that's simil,r to the poem, that you might

like to share with us..." lead the students to literal associations via the

word "swallow". The conversation develops the notion of accidintally swal-

lowing something until the teacher asks the question: "Rowed you 'feel if you

swallowed a bug, and you swallowed dirt or dust, and you want to tell some-

body about it, what would you be feeling?" A student answers that people

might laugh. Teacher F evaluates the response by rephrasing: "You'd be a

little bit embarrassed." Building on this evaluative paraphrase, Teacher F

branches the topic and develops the lesson in another direction: "Can you

think of anything else that ha, happened to you, not--besides swallowing--

where you felt embarrassed..." In contrast to the student controlled branch-

ing in the first instance, this case illustrates this discourse mechanism

as the teacher might use it. This initiative is a successful one leading to

- several "embarrasses moment" stories; further on, there is a teacher turn

which resembles in sane ways a potential topic branch. "Is there anybody in

here who has never been embarrassed?" Students unanimously reject this open-
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ing move by predictably answering no.

One of the main features of Teachei F's teaching style is the fluidity

of her lessons. She seems to be very attentive to a need for topics to flow

smoothly from one to the next. Teacher F responds to student cov_. -ats in a

wily which builds on what the student has contributed while at the same time

allowing herself to design precisely where the to , will go.

In sharp contrast is Teacher A's class, in which the students have such

insecurity about what a "safe" topic is that they recycle old "safe" topics

even after Teacher A has signaled a topic change. During sharing time in

her class, for example the following topic cycles occur: lunch money, B-B

guns, snow, Thanksgiving. Even after Teicher A signals change,of

there is a common return to the topic, used by a conversational predecessor,

which has been declared safe and acceptable. The B-B gun topic recuri, for

example, after it has been declared ended. Once the B-B gun topic is ex-

hausted, snow becomes the recurring subject and finally one girl returns all

the way to the introductory classroom business and declares that she has

, .

also forgotten her lunch money. When the.topic is once again shifted td,

Thanksgiving, the snow topic is recycled near the end of the tape (see

Figure 4).

What are we to learn from this? It appears that in such a highly rev-
,-

lated classroom, -wen the topic of conversation in sharing time is thought

to, be restricted. Children who are so closely managed appear to be insecure

about establishing even a new topic, so they cycle back on older safeness,

to avoid error making. Teacher A's stress on ritual actually serves to

eliminate original topic introduction on the part of students, whose efforis-

to suggest applications or to extend the topic are summarily dismissed or,1

ignored. The more this rituality is encouraged, the more the students resort

31
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to safe tcpics; By eating such an atmosphere, the class becomes topic-

less. Since Teachir A has no particular topics herself and permits the

students to have none,,the class becomes a sleep-walk of ritual movement

and incantation.

Teachers 8, D and S fall somewhere between the extremes of Teachers

F and A. Their-topics-are introduced, maintained, and switched aXmost

invariably by the teacher. Teacher S has iron-fisted control, while

Teachers IS and D Are at least amenable to suggestion. Teacher C runs into

trouble with her lack of clarity of topic introduction and maintenance. In

fact, her topic shifting is probably one of her weakest chaiacteristics at

a teacher.

*
3) Self-referencing. Identification of self is another interesting

aspect of teacher talk in our sample. A consistent feature of Teacher B's

language is her use of third person reference forms (pronouns or proper

nouns) to refer to herself. For example:

Teacher BY I have a good ova. Mrs. B. is thinking about a

teacher at X School. And I want you to ask me

SWIM ....

In this instance, the teacher begins by referring to herself in the first

person, switches immediately to her name and back again to the first person.

Pronominal reference again changes, this time to the first person plural:

Teacher B: No. What do we know so far about this animal?

What color isn't it? What do we know so far?

While it is rare outside of-classroom discourse to heir someone use other

than the first person singular for self-reference, this teacher's shifting

fro* one form to another say well correspond to what portion of the lesson

is happening. It appearsitat opening portions of her lessons are more likely -
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to have proper noun self-reference while summation/evaluation pointi in

the lassie may be marked by the "we" usage.

Likewise, leacher D also relies leavily on reference forms, both as

openers ("Boys and girls, we're 'going to ...") and as separating social in-

dicators. References to herself as "Miss D" solidify the social distance

between her and her pupils. It appears that her rather open and emotional

style of teaching causes heetoineed some device for putting the brakes on

total informality. She seems to have chosen this device as a way of check-

ing'what sight well lead to over-informality.

Teachers A, C, 1, and F; on the other hand, do not make use of this

self- referencing strategy to frame the lesson as Teacher B does, or to pro-

vide social braking, as with Teacher D.

4) 'Supersegmentals. The study of the supersegmentals of language - -in-

tonation, pitch, stress, juncture, and pace - -has been largely ignored in

classroom interaction. Yot-the teachers in this study make use of such

language features in different and interesting ways. To study superseg-

meutals, however, one needs a base of comparison: what do these features

of intonation, pace, etc. compare with? The pace and intonation of lesson

talk can be compared with that of natural conversation. Teacher B makes

use of supersegmentals as follows: at the start of her lesson, her pace is

slow and deliberate and the intonation and stress vary teacher/lesson

orientated. At one point, however, these features, as well as a decrease

in volume, switch into parameters sore descripv;ve of natural conversation.

What signals the change it an interruption of the lesson focus to a *engage -'

meat task. Ames the reasons possible-to speculate is the immediacy of the

teacher's seed for help at that moment; the students at that table can help

her set up for the next lesson round by moving the blocks into the starting
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position. The utterance that follows slips back into characteristics of

lesson talk as the teacher begins the next round with "special instructions".

The juxtaposition of these sequential utterances within one teacher turn is

hopefully illustrative of some of the distinctions discernible when talk and

its task are co-observed.

For Teacher II, the intonational variation between lesson language and

that of announcements is noteworthy. There exists an interplay of pace,

intonation, and topic that seems to covary in the following manner. As the

pace slows. down and the intonational range increases, it is likely that the

language is concerned more with the instructional segment than with the open-

ing exercises. Within the instructional part itself, the pace seems slowest

and the intonation highait during the explanation phases and least distinc-

tive during the round-robin-like questioning.

In Teacher D's classroom, intonation correlates with topic, activity,

participants, and other situational features. This teacher demonstrates a

wide range of intonational and stress patterns that she consistently uses to

achieve certain desired effects. In fact, her use of language in general

is interesting to look at if only to confirm certain aspects of what has

come twin called "teacher...'. Thus she uses intonation both to identify

her role as teacher from her role as helper or friend, as well as to set off

parts of her lesson.

Teacher D also UMW intonation for role marking. Prior to the beginning

of one lesson, Teacher D says the following: "Does anyone -be very careful

of the microphone- -does anyone have a new practice...",The part of the ut-

terance arbitrarily set off by the dashes is perceptively lower in volume

and intonation and more rapid than the rest Of the sentence. This is evi-

dence of a language strategy that sight be referred to as "intonational slot-
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tine, *slams utterance 4s embedded in another, the Lwo ***singly unre-

lated topically except in terms of their co-occurrence. This is obviously

by no meamsacomplete characterization; it is, however, an interesting re-

search topic both linguistically and educationally. Among the features

that are siod.ficsat are the places within an utterance where the embedding

doss (or cad take place, the portions of the initial utterance that are

repeated tomdiately after the embedding, and the semantic connections.

possible *men the two parts. Questions about the possible different in-

.-

tended audios*s for the utterances, the comprehensibility of these slotting

strategies es young or non-native speakers, and-the functions accomplished

by slotting information Is opposed to constructing two separate utterances

are also sigeificant -in Teacher D's style.

A siallar effect is accomplished by Teacher P who, on one occasion,

utilizes tie pause to great effect. Many possible explanations could be

constructed to specify why a speaker pauses when talking: to clear her

throat, tomtit for noise to subside, to gather her thoughts, and so on.

In this particular case, the reasons for the pause could be any of the above

or some coshination of these and others. The functional role that this

pause playlets, however, less speculative. The class focuses bore atten-

tion on the teacher in anticipation of her, next move. This is P discourse

environment ripe for the intihauction of a new topic and the transition

into a new lesson. After the pause teacher says: "/ was sort of curious

the other ft when we were working with, talking about words and language,

I was sorted curious with the fact that most of you, when you talked, put

p: rases tigether." At the onset of this statement, the teacher's voice

pitch is nakedly higher than usual and her intonational pattern is more

emphatic. Although there are no vocative attention getters (boys and girls)

36
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and moue of the other lexical items indicative of topic switch (0.C., all

right, will), the pause plus intonational rise sequence appear to function

similarly to announce a beginning.

Teachers C and I also sake use of some intonation as sequence markers.

Teacher I tends to lack the Intonational emphasis that normally accompanies

openings, partly beiause of her desire to underscore the requt for quiet-

ness. There is, however, also a controlling pace she uses to dole out in-

formation when needed to her students. Likewise, on one occasion, Teacher

C observes, "I'd like for you to think for a-few,secoads--put your gum in

thi trash can--I'd like for you to th4 for a few seconds about..." Here,

the slotted portion between the dashes definitely has a diffetent addressee

than the utterance meant for the whole class. The "gum" portion is more

rapid, quieter, and of lower intonation than the utterance surrounding it.

The interrupted statementis completely repeated after the slotted informa-

tion. This total recycle contrasts with the second example: "Sow can some-

thing be (PUPIL'S NAME), you'll that means do this --be both broken and

round?" In this example, only the word 'be' is repeated. The addressee

is stated so that it is clear that the statement is not intended for the

whole group. The other chara4teristics mentioned previously for intonational

slotting hold true.

Once again, it is Teacher A whose use of supersegmentals contrasts

most sharpl, with the other five teachers. In her classes, whatever expec-

tations the students may have developed about education are lulled to nothing-

nese by a deadly slow pace. She remains seated throughout all classes,

asking uninteresting questions which have little or no continuity or con-

tent, in a deadening monotone.

5) Naturalness. It is very difficult to segment any of the categories

3.
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In this section from their occurrence in other categories. Naturalness of

talk underlies questions, management, topic cycling, self-referencing and

superiegmentals. It is clear, however, that Teacher F comes closest to

making use of natural conversational style is her classroom. Rather than

'using the more animated and widely ranging intonation that is associated

with teacherilelson talk,Vreachei F is more conversational. Intonational

slotting is less evident. She shifts primarily when she reads to the class.

But this switch is predictable for anyone who is reading aloud, particularly

given the stylised format of verse. Her questions are naturalistic. Her

management by language is real, not contrived. Topics are introduced, re-

cycled, and switcheds they would be in normal conversation. Control is

sacrificed to a quality which is difficult to label but which might be

called the quality of friendship.

Slightly less natural in intonation and other supersegmentals is Teacher

D. But Teacher D makes good use of other natural conversational devices and

strategies. For example, Teacher D makes use of a conversational technique

called "one-upping" as follcws:

P
1*

"This red ball .;, was chasing somebody."

2.
"I seen this three headed red snake."

P
3*

"I saw a red horse running around 'cause a cowboy was chasing him."

P4: "I seen this guy carrying a red rectangle and there was blood coming

off of it."

The one-upping development permitted and encouraged by Teacher D is a natural

conversational strategy, heard at adult cocktail parties, for example. By

developing or encouraging it in Otis way, Teacher D is actually (but it is

not sure that it is intentional) developing a useful language function. The

model looks something like this:--

(Topic red)
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P
I

prosaic example ;plus vague, general reference;

P22 more unusual example;

P32 more exciting example plus causative plus action;

P4: -odd example plus shocking resultatie.

In doing this, Teacher D encourages highly specific and descriptive

language use in her students, possibly as much by bar dramatic verbal behavior

as by her official requests for it. Unlike Teacher A, vbo restricts language

use by containing creativity and eliminating topic from Wm teaching (thus

providing nothing to talk about), Teacher D elicits specificity and descrip-

tion through hit own language use. Likewise, Tambov D's pre- lesson activities

are distinctive in that conversation proceeds in ways which do sore closely

resemble "natural" conversation than school talk. Teacher D asks about

old or,nev business and students introduce topics of interest to them (e.g.,

the "Haunted Rouse," P.T.A.- sponsored Halloween attraction). Character-

istically, school talk is notable-for the role the teacher plays as possessor

of all knowledge, controller of each turn, introducer of every topic. In

Teacher D's pre- lesson activities the conversation develops such that child--

ren ask and answer their own questions, seemingly informing the teacher as

well as each other. This can be seep in contrast to the sore typical-teacher_

queries, known-information questions, which are used to test/check studeats' --

comprehensior and knowledge. The use of repetition also points to * more

=mural conversation, with the teacher requesting repeats for purposecof

getting information, as opposed to the more didactic functions of repetition.

With Teacher C, vs see a somewhat different type and degree of natural!.

noes of talk. Although it is sometimes pOssible to'get an overall impres-

sion of a telexed, naturalistic lesson, it appears, Iron other analyses of

her classroom, that this
naturalness actually-stems from an as yet undeveloped
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ability to do "teacher talk" effectively. Whereas Teacher P and D appear

to have passed through the desire to talk like teachers and to have risen

above it, Iracher C seems to be still in an early developmental stage of

acquiring teacher talk and, for this reason, she seems to be more natural.

Teachers I swill provide the boat examples of the special leagues* of

classroom teachers**. Tley are.masters of the special intonation, the set

teacher phrases for managesent, the Self-referencing, and the fore-over-

function trap.' Teacher A is theAtxtrene polarity of stereotyped language

in teaching. Her lac Gags goes beyond teacher talk to a ritualised stereo-

type of it. If slow paCte is thought to be good, even blower is better. If

freedom is bad, total anarchy is her answer.

Whereas Teacher P is personal (adding her own experience to the con-

versatice) and natural, the others are more guarded and aloof. The role

of teacher dominates in the winds of all but Teacher F and, to a more limited

extent, Teachers D and I.

What the talk'means. Talk in the classroom is the aujor.device for'

assisting in learning. Books are helpful, and so are audio-visual aids,

but the way a teacher talks can, as Robert Frost observed, make all the

difference. Children cow to school from an environment in which talk is

conversational. They neat a new kind of language use which requires them

to learn new rules. They have to learn that one cannot talk at will with-

out making a bid for-4 turn (visual or verbal). They need to learn a new

set of sayeetrical interruption rules. They need to learn the subtleties

of indirect language use. ("I see someone whose hands aren't folded" ac-

tually is an imperative, even though it %as the form of an observation).

The learning pattern may be described as follows;

Ross conversation School talk
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With such a developmental pattern clearly. evident, it would seem resonable

that effective classroom language would Attempt to move in the learner's

direction rather than to expect the learners to be immediately proficient
4

in a language system they have not yet mastered. Such a strategy would

look like this

Rome language School talk

That is, the effective teacher would attempt to reduce the mismatch of

school and home talk styled by:

1)' eliminating the unnecessary characteristics of school talk;

2) accepting the errors in stylistic conflict caused by the mis-

match; and

3) fitting a reasonable and gradual pace for acqutring those as-

pects of school talk which are necessary to be learned.

Some of the traps into which teachers can fall ar.:

1) valuing the need to control (and using language to gain

this control) over the need to learn;

2) sets-ina individual learning beneath group socializing;

3) waphasixing managing (through talk) over the learning of

content;
,

4) failing*to takaadxswempe-if the students' natural'develop-

mental learning by not permitting them to talk, by ignoring

what. they talk about, and by not capitalizing on what they

do say and then steering that talk toward the content topic;

and

5) failiMg to build on the natural conversation style with

whiCh children are familiar. 1

The sociolinguistic analysis of talk used in management, topic manipu-
.

Litton, self-referencing, supersegmentals and naturalnebs, S3 discussed in

this report, all provide aspects by which these traps can be seen. Some

teachers do better than others at addressing or avoiding these traps. These

'problems are not essentially language problems; they are teachingilearning

41
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issues. lut by studying the language used, we can ems more clearly some

*siesta of what is actually go as on.

Something positive can be said about the use of language in the class-

room by all silt of these teachers, even Teacher A. This report is not

Absent to be evaluative, althOugh it certainly delved into this territory

whether it intended to or not. What it should point out is that there are \

many dimensions to talk in the classroom, and that sot all teachers work

the sue way. If the six teachers studied here provide any sort of

microcosm of a larger universe, it is abundantly clear that any assessment

of teacher competence in using language is highly ecological rather than

segmental. To isolate any one language feature free the overall task and

from other language features is not possible in the usual quantitative"), -

digs. To say that ritualized language is bad, per as, is not possible,

since such language does accomplish certain desirable goals. That a natural

conversational style is more effective seems intuitively right, but it may

well not be right for every child or for every occasion. What is offered

here is, instead, only a set of dimensions for analyzing the use of talk

in the classroom, illustrated by a set of samples of six teachers in one

school.

Saliency of language events to observer and participants. Roger Shuy's

analysis of these lessons, presented above, focuses on the language used by

teachers as a fundamental factor in the social system of the classroom; and

emphasizes the ways in which classroom differences are created by subtle

--difference L in teacher use of language. Using Shuy'i approach to analysis,

a comparison of the perceptions of participants and outside observer can

be sick with reference to the language features which appear to be most

salient to each.
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In an earlier report (Part I of this final report) we have examined

in detail both pupil and teacher patterns of reporting what they heard in

lessons. Pupils reported the comments of other pupils significantly sore

often then teacher questions.
Furthermore, they tended to report pupil

comments in isolation from the questions which elicited them. Teachers, on

the other hand, while they also reported more instances of pupil talk than

teacher talk, tended to report "question cycles." At a minimum, these con-

sisted of a question and response. Several teachers, however, reported

long sequences of qUestion cycles. Thus, while teachers and pupils agreed

in their focus on pupil talk, and on question cycles, they differed somewhat'

in how strongly they focused on pupil talk, and how broadly Or narrowly they

focused their attention within the question cycle.

From Shuy's report, we conclude that for him the most salient feature

of the language in these classrooms was the way in which the various dimen-

sions of clIsaroom talk contributed to or detracted from the immediate

4.

;unction (managing the flow of talk), and the long range function (learning)

f the classroom. It also seems apparent that he "heard" more teacher

talk than pupil talk. The instances of pupil talk that are presented in his

t .

report are there primarily to illustrate the ways in which teacher talk

serves to sense. or control the flow of pupil talk.

Figure 5 illustrates these three perspectives of the saliency of class-

room language, with regard to the language source. Far the pupils in this

study, pupil talk predominates and there is no clear relationship between

teacher talk and pupil talk. For the teachers, both teacher talk and pupil

talk are salient, with pupil talk having a slight edge, ana there is a re-

ciprocol relation between the two. For the sociolinimist, teacher talk

predominates, and functions primarily to manipulate tie direct pupil talk.

Each perception contributes to our understanding of Classroom language.
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FIGURE 5

Salient Sources of Classroom Language

Teacher Pupil Teadher Pupil Teacher Pupil;

Talk Talk Talk Talk Talk Talk:
/
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Analysinit the SpateckAats

in Laspieg. Arts Lessons
*-

The following analysis was prepared jointly by Arnulfo Ramirez and Greta

IforinsOershimer. It presentaa brief general picture of exchanges and moves

in the thirty-six language arts lessons, examines differenCes in patterns, of

speech acts over time and across teachers, and identifies the speech events:.

that appear-to be most salient to pupils.

Exchanges and acmes. The picture of exchanges and moves presented in

Table 1 indicates that these lessons in general follow a pattern of predominant-

ly teacher-initiated exchanges, and that within these exchanges there tends

to be a higher "density" of acts within the opening move than in the answering

or follow-up moves. Pupil-initiated exchanges are infrequent in general, but

there is greater variation among classrooms in frequency of pupil-initiated

exchanges than there is in frequency of teacher-initiated exchanges. Within

pupil-initiated exchanges there is nO,high density of acts in either the open-

ing or answering moves for most claszrooms, though Classrooms B and C do have

a higher density of acts in the answerin move than other classrooms. Pupil

follow-up acts within pupil-initiated exchanges are almost non-existent,,ex-

cept for Classroom F. This picture fits our general expectations for teacher-

directed leisons.

Within this general pattern, however, there are differences among teachers

and' differences over time. Table 2 presents ratios of pupil-ini ated exchanges

to teacher-initiated exchanges. Friedman's two-way analysis of vas ce by

ranks shows significant differences among teachers, (p4.01) on this measure.

Teachers A and D consistently rank high in pupil-initiated exchanges, while

Teachers B and C consistently rank low. There are no significant differences

over time on this measure.

Table 3 presentt information on the "density" cf acts within each type

of move in an exchange. Friedman's two-way analysis of variance by ranks
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Classrodo A

Classroom 3

Classroom C

Classroom D

Classroom E

Claisroo* F

Classroom A

Classroom B

Classroom C

Classroom D

Classroom E

Classroom F

TARE 1

Mean Frequincles of Exchange." and Speech Acts

Per Lessot,-By Classroom
(N'6 lessomfoi each classroom)

achsr4Imitiated Urban es
....

Exchanges
Mean S.D.

Teachers'

Opening
Mean

4cts
S.D.

Pupils'

Answering
Mean

Adts
,S.D.

Teachers'
Follow-Up
Mean

_

Acts
S.D.

30.67 9.65 77.50 14.72 38.83 19.16 19.83 8.97

40.67 11.08 132.00 8.35 40.17" 10.01 44.33 12.91

43.00 14.51 110.00 23.30 48.00 13.59 42.33 10.04

38.33 9.87 117.17 18.95 43.50 14.34 32.33 12.49

31.00 11,08 114.17 12.67 '48.17 15.44 33.50 14.59

0.11r 11.60 149.00 31.26 37.83 10.59 36.50 17.52

Pupil-Initiated Exchanges

Exchanges
Mean S.D.

Pupils'
Opening
Mean

Acts
S.D.

Teachers'
Answering
Mean

Acts

S.D.

Pupils'
Follow-Up
Mean

Acts
S.D.

1.33 7.63 _12.50' 6.95 10.50 5.91 .33 .75

.67 -.82 .83 .89 5.17 2.12 .33 .75

3.00 4.98 3.83 4.74 10.00 4.28 .33 .47

16.33 14.28 18.17 14.50 18.17 9.53 .00 .00

4.83 5.78 6.50 7.37 6.80 6.18 .00 .00

2.83 2.71 3.17 2.27 2.17 1.77 1.33 2.98
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TABLE 2

Ratios of Pupil-Initiated Exchanges

to Teacher-Initiated Exchanges

Organised by Teacher and Time

MO

_Teacher

A
Teacher

1'
Teacher

C

Teacher
D

Teacher
E

Teacher
7

Early .097 .000 .000 .026 .077 .077

September

Late 1.533 .024 .026 '.209 .116 .056

September

October .158 .000 -.036 .156 .129 .100

November' .400 :049 .591 1.148 .000 .000

December .545 . .018 .000 .471 .276 .043

January .190 .000' .059 .655 .027 .154

tanks for* Teachers by Time: x
r

2
=19.20;df=5;p4.01
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Settee of Acts to Tom-Initiated Exchanges
Orgeeised by teacher end Time

T OPee04041es TWher-Initisted Exchanges,

Teacher Teacher

Seely 1451 -OW
September
LOA 3.487 3.049

SePtimber
Ottebtv 2.237 3.871

Sovanber 3.400 .3.463

December 1.70 2.464

4 January 2.143 1.592

OP

Teacher
C

leacher Teacher
8

-Teacher
r

2.452 3.821 1114 4.513

3.000 2.837 2.721 4.972

2.018 3.594 4.065 4.700

4.909 4.407 3.846 2.500

2.130 2.588 1.655 3.426

2.176 1.018 3.541 3.154

Iambs for Timm by Teacher: xr20,12.135;dfs5;0(.05

Pulpit Answering Act,: Teacherinitiated Exchanges,

Teacher Teacher
leacher Teacher Teacher Teacher

Early -313 -17555-

-MC

I -176-0- .923 ---3872-

September
- Late .933 1.146 .769 1.326 .907 .944

September
October .974 1.194 .982 .877 .903 .900

November 1.000 1.073 1.091 .889 1.231 .958

December 1.121 1.107 1,087 1.059. 1.155 .957

January .929 .939 1.294 1.182 1.027 .962

Teacher follow-Up Acts: Teacher-Initiated Exchanges

Teacher
FTeacher

A
Teacher

I

Teacher
c

Teacher
to

Teacher
E

Early .548 1.038 .823 .949 .846 .897

September
Late, .667 1.171 1.026 .767 1.000 1.111

September
October .921 1.226 1.018 .750 .677 .500

November .720 1.244 1.091 .815 .615 .875

December .333 .625 .891 .618 .966 .894

January .667 1.367 1.235 1.036 .865 1..135

Reeklifor Telethon by Time: x
r
2014.04,dfsB5;p.02
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shows no signifi t differences among teachers in the density of seta in the

opening or answering loves,- but there are significant differencei (p<:.02)

in'the density of acts in the follow-up move. Teacher-A consistently ranks

low on this measure, while Teacher B consistently ranks high. Over time, there

are significant differences (p '4...05) in the density of acts in the opening

Rove. The density is consistently lower in December and January lessons,

suggesting an increase in tht "pace" of lessons by this point in the year.

Types of speech acts. Within each move a variety of types of speech acts

can be used. The categories used to code speech acts are presented in Tables

4 to 6, and are defined in detail in the appendix to this report. For the

most part these category labels will be fairly familiar to sociolinguists and

classroom researchers alike, but a few terms deserve special clarification

here. We have distinguished between "participant" and "non-participant" infor-

matives, replies, and reacts in order to examine how much of the language in

these classrooms involved personal experience, and opinion, (participant)

as opposed to impersonal information (non-participant). Our distinction between

"reply" and "react" may be unfamiliar to classroom researchers, and is based

on the type of teacher speech act that immediately.preceeds the pupil's follow-

up move. A pupil reply follows a teacher question. A pupil react follows

a teacher directive. Thus, if a teacher calls on a pupil after asking a ques-

tion, the pupil response is coded as a "react," for the teacher nomination

is coded as a directive. "Meta statement" may also be an unfamiliar term to

Some. This is a statement which informs about the structure or organisation

of the lesson, and/or indicates "where we are" in relation to that structure

at a given point in time.

Table 4 presents the various categories of speech acts in the opening,. .

answering, and follow-up moves, and indicates the frequencies of their use in

each classroom over all six lessons. Friedman's two -way analysis of variance

4

by ranks shows a significant difference (1)4.001) in frequzncy of the various
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TAB

Variation in ',ragtime of Types of Acts

Within Each Move in Teach* Initiated Exchanges

Organised by M room

beilisLialt-Weigniukan
lose*, Vial- Direntivir DiriCilve,/ndirective

Question Question Management Management Management

(general) (lesson) (general)

indirectly.
nagement

Participant
Informative

lam- Participant
Informative

r.-

Urea
Stotememt

-*

Classroom A 55 31 25 56 36 50 92 .7d 14

Classroom, 127- 135 47 147 18 5 139 160
.,,, 3_

Classroom C 107 85 81 162 8 1 79 117 2

Classroom D 74 75 49 127 118 16 91 ='!,80 47

Classroom I- 68 21 71 169 104 0 55 116 .38

Classroom 7 94 68 79 175 63 0 126 .2'02 28

232.61,41f4;p1(.001
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TABLE 4 (continued)

Re917
Non- WOW*

Patticipant Participant Verbal

Classroom A 7 40 7

Classroom E 1 61 8 .-

Classroom C 11 81 2

Classroom D 3 70 34

Classroom E 7 10 4.

Classroom ? 14 5 10

Pupil Acts in AnswerintNovis

z2.22.59;dfu6;p< .001

Teacher Acts in Follow-Up Move.

Accept Praise Comment

Classroom k . 77

Claisroam I 114

Classroom C 153

Classroom D 93

Classroom E 121

Classroom F 127

-14

React
Non- Real Read

Participant Participant QuestidElEscite, j
---1

39 20 7 25

53 88 23 7 I

A
28 99 14 21 -'..

-_,
-,;

32 99 , / 2
T

43 135 10 17 f;

55 95 ,0 15

Repeat Correct Paraphrase

12 20 6 2 2

35 39 58 15 5

10 29 41 12 2

18 25 45 4 8

4 24 37 14 1

33 28 26 5 0

x
r
2.24.92;dfag5;P .001
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types of speech acts for each of the moves. In opening moves, directive manage-

sent of the lesson and nom-participant informatives consistently rank high

in frequency of use, while indirective management of the lesson and meta state-

, meats co L Latently rank low. It is worth noting here that "real" questions

(i.e., questions to which teachers do not already know the answers) and partic-

ipant informative, both fall in the middle range of frequency of use. These

types of speech acts are not as rare in-these classrooms as we might expect.

In answering moves, non-participant reacts consistently rank high in frequency

of use, while non-verbal reacts (e.g., physically carrying out a teacher dir-

active), real questions, and participant replies consistently rank low. Par-

ticipant reacts, non-participant replies and read/recites all fall within

the middle range in frequency of use. In follow-up moves, accepts consistently

rank high in frequency of use, while corrects and paraphrases consistently

rank low. Praise, comments; and repeats all fall within the middle range.

When variation in frequency of use of types of acts within each move is

examined in relarion,ro time of year, in Table 5, the same patterns are re--

peated, with the Same significant differences (p4..001) emerging. It would

appear then, that the tendency to use certain types of speech acts more frequent-

ly than others holds across all six classrooms and across all fiyemonths of

the first half of the school year.

- Speech act ratios. To examine patterns in use of speech acts more closely,

we have calculated a series of ratios, and used Friedman's two-way analysis

of variance by ranks to identify significant differences among teachers and

over time. Table 6 presents ratios related to 'the giving and seeking of in-

formation by teachers in opening moves. The ratios considered are real ques-

tions to psuedo questions, 7articipant informatives to non-participant informs-

tives, and seeking information (all questions) to giving information (all

informatives). There are no significant differences among teachers or over

time on any of these measures. In most cases there are clear variations across

53
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TABLE 5 .

Variation in Frequency of Types of Acts
Within Each Hove in Teacher - Initiated Exchanges

Organized By Time of Year

Teacher Acts in OpeningLMoves

Directive Indirective Indirective Partlicipent

Nalit=r &gement Informative
1

Nan - Participant

Informative

Meta
StatementPenedo Real Dtroctive

Onestion Question pane t

Early 112 84 121 139 19 101 109 29

.September

LUG 76 63 56 130 68 6 79 176 28

September

October 62 ..) 67 30 124 51 18 119 124 23

November 86 56 37 140 61 8 113 112 26

December 95 82 40 163 24 10 78 il5 14

January 94 63 61 140 73 10 96 117 12

x
r

24.41.
41;df08;p< .001
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TABLE 5 (continued)

viPilActiAnsvnNoves

ReactReply

Participant

Non- ' Non-

Participant Verbal Participant

Non-
Participant

Real
Question

Read/
Recite

Early '2 38 17 17 112 5 30

September

Late 5 26 27 52 85 1 5

-September

October G 24 13 54 64 9 13

November 7 30 3 25 71 8 27.

December 21 56 2 93 68 23 5

January 0 119 3 9 136 0 2

x
r

2
26.02;df=6;p.001

Teacher Acts in Follow-Up Moves

Accept Praise Comment Repeat Correct Paraphrase

Early 107 19 30 35 6 2

September

Late 109 18 26 48 7 3

September

)ctober 98 20 36 14 8 6

November 108 13 14 25 9 3

December 95 13 24 34 18 3

January 154 29 38 57 6 1

x
r

2
27.94;df..5;p4.001



Early
September
Late
September
October
November
pecember
January

Early
September
Late
September
October
November
December
January

TABLE 6

Teacher Acts in Opening Move:

Ratios for Seeking and Giving Information

(Organized by Teacher and Time)

Seeking Information-Real Questions: itedo2guestions

Teacher Teacher Teacher Teacher

A is C D

.286 1.375 1.000 1.154

1.000 4.000 .308 . 563

.357

.400

1.000
.875

.561

.618

1.080
.857

1.900
.333

.600

1.833

Giving Information - Participant

Teacher Teacher Teacher

.400

.278

1.071
2.750

1.285

3.000

Seeking
Teacner

A
Early .321

September
Late
September
October .655

November .700

December 1.250

January .341

1.300
1.800

14.000
.448

Informative:
Teacher

1.148

.304

1.217

1.588
.846

.810

A
.333

1.231
.541
.538

.786

2.000

.800 2,857

1.200
1.143
.600

.267

Information:
Teacher

B
.655

.087 .667

.490

1.250
1.083
1.368

Giving Information
Teacher Teacher

C D

2.800

.756

1.000
.281

2.000
.680

57

Teacher Teacher

E F
.043

.

.640

.250 .647

.100
1.142
1.000
.154

9.000
.615

.333

.600,

Non-participant Informative
Teacher Teacher

F,

.583 1.047

.292 .232

.486 1.042

.625 .900

.900 .500

.263 .703

Teacher Teacher
F

1.037 1.263 .953

.926 .323 .406

.758 .212 .408

.467 .577 .553

.625 .737 .545

1.448 .600 .254
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lessons for each individual teacher, which suggests that patterns of giving

and seeking information may vary according to the particular kind of lesson

being taught. (We will examine this further at a later point.)

Table, 7 presents ratios related to management acts by teachers in opening

moves. .'or the ratio of management (directive and indirective) to giving and

,
seelvimg information (questions and informatives), there are significant dif-.
ferences aManghtgachers (p( .01). Teacher E consistently ranks high, and Teacher

B consistently ranks low. For the ratio of indirective management (general and

lesson-related) to directive management (general and lesson-related) there are

also significant differences among teachers (p.001). In this case, Teacher

D ranks high and Teacher C ranks low. For the ratio of general management to

lesson-related management, the are again significant differences among teachers

(p.01). Teachers D and E rank high on this measure, while Teacher B ranks

low. Thus we see clear differences among teachers in their patterns of language

with regard to management acts. Teacher B has low ratios for both the manage-

ment to information measure and the general management to lesson-related manage-

ment measure. Teacher C has low ratios for the indirective to directive manage-

ment measure. Teecher D has high ratios for both indirective to directive

management and general to lesson-related management. Teacher E has high ratios

for both management to information and general to lesson-related management.

Teachers A and F fall in the middle ranges for all these ratios.

For the general management to lesson-related management ratio there are

also significant differences over time (p4.05). This ratio tends to be high

in September and January, and low in December. Our tentative explanation for

this pattern is that teachers may use more general management in September

when school is beginning, and drop off in use of this type ofspeech act as

the classroom routines become established, reaching a low point in December.

In January, after the long holiday season, it may be necessary to reestablish

general management routines to some extent, resulting in an increase in this



Early
September
Late-
September
October
November
December
January

Early
September
Late
September
October

DecemberDecember
January

TABLE 7

Teacher Acts in Opening Move:

Ratios for Management Acts
(Organized by Teacher and Time)

Directive and Indirective Management: Seeking and Giving Information

Teacher
A

Teacher
B

Teacher
C

Teacher -Teacher Teacher
F

1.216 .458 .882 1.127 1.372 .857

.480 .240, .468 1.231 1.512 .629

.729 ':526 845 .793 .746 .188

.569 .343 - .452 1.182 1.000 .966

.500 :380 .567 1.051 1.879 .431

.475 .411 .762 .634 1.825 .759

Ranks for Teachers by Time: x
r

2
=19.524;df..5;p<:.01

Indirective Management: Directive Management

Teacher
E

Teacher
FTeacher

A
Teacher

B

Teacher
C

Teacher
D.

.667 .692 .065 3.181 .240 .345

1.667 .000 .000 2.111 1.733 1.200

3.000 .667 .000 12.000 1.818 . .000

1.250 .000 .500 4.000 3.750 1.714

2.000 .250 .000 .385 4.333 .100

4.000 .000 .063 1.375 2.384 1.571

Ranks for Taachers by Time: x
r

2
--16.85;dful5;p4:,.001

General Management: Lesson-Related Management

Teacher Teacher
Teacher Teacher

A B,

Teacher
C

Teacher
D

Early .800 .955 .971 2.875 1.107 1.181

September
Late 2.000 .200 .370 .778 1.952 1.178

September
October .296 1.000 ,140 1.300 1.043 .444

November .450 .214 .833 1.363 .864 .500

December .500 .152 .308 .783 .348 .333

January )1556 .276 1.133 .731 1.517 1.059

Ranks for Teachers by Time: x
2
=13.91;df5 :p4.1.01

Ranks for Times by Teacher: xr2.11.28;df=5:p<:.05
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ratio.

Table presents ratios comparing teacher use of meta statements to other

informatives (participant and non-participai.0 and to lesson-relatedInanagement.

Meta statets are, in a sense, informatives about the overall management

or progress of the lesson. There are significant teacher differences for each

of these types of ratios (p<.01 in each case). The patterns of differences

are the same for both measures, with Teachers D and E ranking high, and Teachers

B and C ranking low.

In Table 9 we examine ratios for pupil acts in the answering move, cop -

paring replies to reacts and participant responses (replies and reacts) to

non-participant responses (replies and reacts). There are no significant

differences among teachers or over time in the reply to react ratio. It is

very consistently the case that reacts predominate over replies (i.e., that

teachers teed to call on pupils just before the response occurs), but the

degree to which this occurs varies randomly across lessons.

There are significant differences over time (p<7.01) in the ratio of par-

.ticipant*replies and reacts to non-participant replies and reacts. In this

instance December ratios tend to be highest and January ratios tend to be

lowest. That is, pupils appear to be reporting more personalized information

in December, and more impersonal information in January. This December to Jan-

uary shift parallels the shift noted earlier in the general management to

lesson-related management ratio, and supports the supposition expressed earlier

that January may be a time for "getting back down to business" after the holi-

day season. This attitude is readily recognizable among teachers, and these

findings smggest that ft may be reflected in classroom language patterns as

8

well.

There are no significant differences among teachers in the ratios of par-

ticipant replies and reacts to non-participant replies and reacts. Certain

lessons stand out with very high ratios here, and most teachers exhibit a
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TABLE 8

Teacher Acts in Opening Move:
Ratios for Meta Statements

(Organised by Teacher and Time)

Meta Statements: Other Informatives

Teacher Teacher Teacher 'Teacher Teacher Teacher

A B C D E F

Early .179 .000 .000

September

Late .130 .017 .doo

September

October .034 .020 .034

November .133 .023 .018

December .000 :06' .000

January .023 .000

.310 .211 .163

.148 .323 .145

.152 .250 .041

.500 .192 .000

.292 .000 .106

.158 .250 .032

.
Ranks for Teacherss bY Time: mr19.36;dfa5:p4C.01

Meta Statements: Lesson-Related Management

Teacher Teacher Teacher Teacher Teacher Teacher

A

Early ..200 .000/ .000 .813 .143 .212

September
,.,

Late .750 .050 .000 .111 .476 .356

September

October .037 .050 .023 .250 .565 ,222

November ,200 .036 .056 .682 .227 .000

December .000 .000 .000 .304 .000 .212

January .056 .000 .000 .115 .207 .059

Ranks for Teachers by Time: x
r

2
..15,67;dfm5:p1;.01
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TAALE 9

Pupil Acts in Answering Move:
Ratios for Replies and Reacts

(Organized by Teacher and Time)

Reply: React

Teacher
-C

Teacher
D

Teacher
E

Teacher
FTeacher

A
Teacher

B

Early .053 .130 .435 .300 .200 .030

September

Late .250 .114 .579 .196 .026 ,143

_September

October .111 .125 .282 .529 .000 .417

November 1.300 .281 .222 .353 .125 .045

December .933 .688 .808 .385 .132 .077

January .737 .800 1.563 .909 .000 1.579

\

Participant Replies and Reacts: Non - participant Replies and Reacts

Teacher
A

,

Teacher
B

Teacher
C

Teacher
D

Teacher.

E

Teacher
F

Early .167 .130 .111 .261 .000 .174

September

Late 1.500 8.750 ,034 .100 .350 .286

September

October 2,000 .857 .515 .043 .692 15.000

November .667 .028 .000 .050 .200 1.250

December 1.900 .107 .741 2,000 .935 1.500

January .269 .000 .026 .000 .028 .000

Ranks for Times by Teacher: x
r

2
4.16.99;df=5:p4:.01
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fairly wide range in ratios, again suggesting that shifts in these ratiou may

reflect the particular kinds of lessons being taught. To examine this possi-

bility further, we combine ratios from Tables 6 and 9, to form Table 10, on the

following page. Here we can compare individual lessons with regard to ratios

foJr real to psuedo questions, teachers', participant to non-participant infor-

matives, and pupils' participant to non-participant responses.

Three lessons stand out beat" of their high ratios for real to psuedo

questions. These are the lessons taught by Teacher B in late September, by

Teacher D in December, and by TeaJher F in October. Ratios for these lessons

are circled in Table 10, to highlight them. Note that the corresponding ratios

for pupils' participant to non-participant responses are also high for all three

lessons. That is, in these lessons teachers are asking questions for which

they do not know the answer, and pupils are responding with information drawn

from their own experiences. Teacher F's ratio for participant tc non-partici-

pant informatives is also high for this lesson, indicating that she is contri-

buting information from her personal experience as well. This is not the case

for Teachers B and D, however. Their ratios for participant to non-participant

informatives are comparatively low for these lessons, this it would appear that

they are not providing personalized information pinions.

By way of contrast, we have boxed in ratios for three lessons taught by

Teachers A, C, and E, which L.dnk quite low in theft ratios of real to psuedo

questions. In these lessons teachers were asking questions for which they

already knew the answers. The corresponding ratios for pupils' participant

to non-participant responses are also quite low, as might be expected. Pupils

are not reporting personalized information in response to these psuedo questions.

For Teacher A the ratio for participant to non-participant informatives is

also relatively low (in comparison to her other lessons), indicating that

she is following the same pattern as the students, and providing abstract

rather than personal information. Teachers C and E both exhibit moderate
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Early
September
Late
September
October
November
Deiember
January

Coopering Reties for
individual Lessons

Teacher Use of Real Questions: Psuedo Questions

Teacher Teacher

A 8

1.000

1.375

OLD
.357 .563

.400 .618

1.000. 1.080

.875 .857

Teacher Teacher

1.000 1.154

.563

1.900 1.500

.333 1.800

.600
1.833 .448

'Teacher Uss of Partici ant'Informative:

Teacher
A

Early OD
September
Late .278

September
October 1.071

November 2.750

December 1.285

January 3.000

Teacher
II

Teacher
C

1.148 .333

.304 .800

1.217 1.231

1.588 .541

.846 .538

.810 .786

Teacher Teacher

FUR .640

.250 .647

.100 67656)
1.142 ..615

1.000 .333

.154 .600

Non- artici ant Informative

Teacher
D

Teacher
E

Teacher
F

2.000 .583 1.047

2.857 .292 .232

1.200 .486

1.143 .625 0
.600 .100 .500

.267 .263 .703

Pupil Use of Participant Replies and Reacts: Non-participant Replies and Reacts

Teadher Teacher Teacher

1
A S C

Early I.:TM .130 .111

September
Late 1.500 Oil) 1.034 1

September
October 2.000 .857 .515

November .667 .028 .000

December 1.900 .107 .741

January .269 .000 .026

Teacher
D

Teacher
E

Teacher
F

.261 .000 1 .174

.100 .350 .286

.043 .692 15.(....290

.050 .200 1.250

O. 000) .935 1.500

.000 .028 .000
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ratios, however, sand are clearly making relatively more personal statements

than their pupils.

This comparison of ratios within lessons serves to support the suggestion

that even when variation in these ratios is not significantly different among

teachers or over time, it is not necessarily "random." "Rather, at least some

of the variation appears to derive from the type of lesson being taught.

We move finally to consider ratios for teacher acts in follow-up move;.

Table 11 presents ratios for praise to accepts, and corrective feedback (corrects

and paraphrases) to accepts. There are significant differences among teachers

for both of these ratios (p4.02 and p4.05, respectively). Teacher B is con-

sistently high in ratios -of praise to accepts, while Teacher E is consistently

low. Teacher D is consistently high in ratios of corrective feedback to accepts,

while Teacher A is consistently low. It is worth noting that the ratios for

corrective feedback tend to be quite low generally, since both corrects and pars-

phrases ranked lowest in overall frequency, while accepts ranked highest.

Summary of classroom differences. The significant differences among teachers.

are summarized in Table 12. Each teacher/classroom stands out as being somewhat

different from the others in patterns of language use. Teacher A is high in

pupil-initiated exchanges, and low in both the density of acts in follow-up

moves, and in the ratio of corrective feedback to accepts in the same moves.

Teacher B, on the other hand, is low in pupil-initiated
exchanges, and has a

high density of acts in follow-up moves, as well as a high ratio of praise

to accepts in those moves. She also is low in ratios of management to infor-

mation, general to lesson-related management, and meta statements to both in-
/

formatives and lesson - related management. To state this another way,-Teacher B

tends to-Make more informative statements, in proportion to management statements,

than the other teachers, and the management statements she does make tend to

be proportionately more lesson-related. (The minus signs'here do not imply

a negative evaluation of the behavior observed.)

6



TABLE II

Teacher Acts in Follow-Up Moves:

Ratios for Praise and Correctly, Feedback

(Organized by Teacher and Time)

57

Praise: Accept

Teacher
C

Teacher
D

Teacher
E

Teacher.
FTeacher

A
Teacher

B

Early .154 2.000 .056 .333 .063 .214

September

Late .000 3.000 .087 .273 .071 .272

September

October .47.2 .900 .070 .100 .000 .000

November .077 .088 .333 .250 .000 .138

December .1011 1.400 .043 .000 .000 .138

January .071 .150 .000 .161 .077 .485

Ranks for Teachers by Time: x
r

2
m13.26;df5;p.02

Correct and Paraphraser: Accept

Teacher
D

Teacher
E

Teacher
PTeacher

A
Teacher

,.

#.

Teacher
C

Early .000 .300 .056 .056 .125 .000

September

Late .000 .000 .087 .273 .071 .091

September

October .176 .300 .000 .200 .583 .000

November .000 .000 1.333 .167 .000 .069

December .000 2.600 .043 .273 .026 .034

January .071 .025 .043 .032 .230 .000

Ranks for Teachers by Time: x
r

2
..9.58;dfm5;p4.05
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TABLE 12

Smug of Significant Classroom Differences

Classroom Classroom Classroom Class roam Classroom Classroom

A - S C D E ,y

Pupil-Initiated
Exchanges:
Tem:her-Initiated
Exchanges

Teacher Folios -Up

Aets: Teather-
irdtiatad Exchanges

Management:
Information

Indirective
Managemeat:
Diraetive
Management

Cesare Management:
Lessos#Related
Management

Meta Statements:
Informative*

Meta Statements:

toesson-Ralated
Management

Praise: Accept

Correct and
Paraphrase:
Accept

.10

signifies that classroom ranks high, compared to other classrooms

io the study
signifies that classroom ranks low, compared to other41assroc ms

in this study
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r

Teacher C stands out because she is low on four ratios. She has few

pupil-initiated exchanges, she is low in relative use of indirective management,

and she is low in use of seta- statements in comparison to both informatives

and lesson.-related management.
Teacher E, by contrast, is high on four ratios

(not necessarily all positive features). She uses a high proportion manage-

ment statements to informatives, her management statements are more hielly

focused on general management, as opposed to lesson-related manageme,t, and she

is high in use of meta statements compa. 4 to both Informatives and lesson-

related management:

Teacher D stands out as being significantly different from other teachers

on the widest artery of language f-.atures. She is high on pupil-initiated

T
exchanges, on use of indirective vs.

directive management, on general 'is.

lesson-rested management, on meta statements vs. both informa'ives and lesson-

related management, and on use of corrective feedback vs. actptll. Fate is low

in use of praise in relation to accepts. Teacher F, Nitrast, stands out

because she is neither markedly high nor low on any of the measures that indicate

significant classroom differences. The language patterns in this classroom

are either varied from lesson to lesson, or moderate across most lessons.

Thus Teacher F becomes unique overall simply ;)ecause she does not display a

distinctive pattern on any single ratic.

We sec from this comparative surmary that the speech act analysis presented

here dues identify differences In patterns of language use (i.e classroom

language factors which can be examined for possible relationships to pupil

p.-crptions of classroom discourse or to pupil success in school. The possible

relationships to success in school will be addressed in a later section.

Saliency of moves and speech acts for pupils. We conclude this report

by addreing the question of whether speech act analysis can serve to identify

speech events which have particular saliency for pupils. Table 13 presents

the relevant ratios. To reiterate, we have neginsd

Go

salient" speech event



TABLE 13

Saliency of Moves and Acts to Pup111

(proportion of moves or acts reported as "heard"

by four or more pupils)

flaortion of Salient Acts in Each Move of Teacher-Initiated Exchan es

Salient Acts in Salient Acts in Salient Acts in

Opening-Move Answering Move Follow-Up Move

Classroom A .079 .297 .042

Classroom B .023 .394 .011

Classroom C .035 .232 .020

Classroom D .082 .2(n .010

Classroom E .054 .195 .005

Classroom F .01!1 .372 .005

x
r
2
11.12.0170f=2;p=.00013

Replies

Proportion of Salient Pupil Comments

heal
Question

Read/
ReciteParticipant

and Reacts

Non-Participant
Replies and Reacts

Classroom A .478 .083 .294 .440

Classroom B .370 .376 .783 .143

Classroom C .154 .228 .577 .000

Classroom D .371 .195 .381 .000

Classroom E .120 .200 .133 .471

Classroom F .420 .410 .000 .200

Proportion of Salient Teacher Acts

Participant
Informative

.

Non-participant:
InformativePseudo-

Question

Real

Question

Directive
Management

Indirective
Management

Classroom A .109 .032 .025 .128 .109 .064

Classroom B .016 .007 .021 .000 .018 .019

Classroom C .037 .012 .025 .000 .038 .077

Classroom D .054 .067 .034 .104 .110 .100

Classroom E .029 .000 .050 .096 .055 .052

Classroom, IP .000 .044 .020 .032 .032 .015
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as one which was reported by 4 or more pupils (i.e., more than 252 of those

pupils available to report on any one lesson). When proportions of speech acts

that are salient to pupils are compared by the move in which they occur, there

are significant differences (p .00013, exact probability), with acts in the

answering move (i.e., pupil responses) having the most salience for pupils,

and acts in the follow-up mnve (i.e., teacher reactions) having the least salience.

Although there is a higher frequency (density) of speech acte in the opening

move, these acts are clearly not as salient for pupils as those in the answer-

ing move.

hen the various types of speech acts within the answering move are con-

sidered separately, however, there are no significant differences. Pupils

do not consistently report hearing participant responses proportionately more

frequently than non-participant responses, for example. The same lack of sig-

nificant differences appears when the saliency of various types of speech

acts in the opening move is examined. Perhaps surprisingly, real questions

are rarely more salient to 1.upils than psuedo questions, and participant in-

formatives are not sharply or consistently more salient than non-participant

infornatives. Thus, at the level of the speech act, this approach to analysis

of classroom language does not serve to identify clearly the speech events

that stand out for pupils.

Summary. To summarize, a speech act analysis of these thirty-six lessons

,
presents a picture of six classrooms in which discourse is dominated by teacher-

initiated exchanges, with a relatively high density of speech acts occurring

in the opening move. Within this general pattern, there are clear differences

in patterns of language use from one classroom to another, as well as differences

over time. In addition there appear to be differences in speech act patterns

associated with the particular type of lesson being taught.
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Diagramming Lesson Structure
Through Question Cycle Sequences

The following report was prepared joiitly by Greta Morine-Dershimer and

Gary Galluzzo. It utilizes an adaptation of a system for categorizing question

cycles that was developed by Mary Canice Johnson (1979). It presents diagrams

of the thirty-six lessons, designId to display the structure of each lesson

in relation to the sequencing of three types of question cycles (independert,

conjunctive, and embedded). Measures calculated to reflect two basic character-

istics of the sequential structure of lessons (conjunctive development and

embedded development) are then analyzed to identify possible di,ferentes among

teachers, over time,and a-xoss lesson types. The saliency to other pupils of

pupil responses to questions is examined in relation to type of question cycle.

An introduction to the system. Bellack's (1966) organization of classroom

language into question cycles (solicit-respond-react) is well known to class-

room researchers.
Johnson's (1979) organization of what she terms "classroom

discussion cycles" irv.o three basic types is probably less familiar, and there-

fore deserves some introduction. Johnson defines three types of cycles in terms

of structural relationships.

The "topical," or "independent," relationship is one in which two adjacent

question cycles are structurallY, separate, though frequently related by topic.

The first cycle is closed out with a reacting move, and a new cycle is begun

with a solicitation addressed to a new pupil. An example of this type of re-

lati-nship is:

Solicit

Res on
React

Teacher E: On page 106 is a poem that we're going to read and

discuss this morning. What is the title of the poem?

Ellen?

Ellen: Antonio.

Teacher E: Antonio.

Solicit And'the person who wrote this poem is who? Herman?

Herman; By Laura E. Richards.

Teacher E: By Laura E. Richards. OK.
Res and
React

"or

The "conjunctive" relationship is one in which two or more question cycles

4.
7'1
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are tfliftgether because the same question is asked of more than one pupil.

Johnson defines this as occurring when a question is unanswered, or answered

incompletely or incorrectly. We have found that this relationship also occurs

when divergent questions are asked, and a variety of correct responses are given.

An example of this type of relationship is:

Teacher D:

Julie:

=Teacher D:

What is a sentence? Julie?
It's a little story.
It's a little story. OK. (nods at James)

FarFri
Res on
React

(same Q) Res James: It tells you something.
React Teacher D: James says it tells us something. A littl". story that

tells us something. Cheryl.
(same Q) Res and Cheryl: It's a little story that starts with a capital letter

and ends with a period.
React Teacher D: Starts with a capital and ends with a period.

What are the three things we need to make a good
sentence, then? Mark.

The "embedded" relationship is one in which one question cycle is contained

within another, because the react move involves a new solicitation of the same

pupil, as in the case of a probing question, or a question of clarification.

An example of this type of relationship is:

Solicit

Fespond
react (Solicit)
(Respond)

(React)

Teacher F: Has anyone ;,z re ever accidentally swallowed any-
thing? John?

John: Dirt.

Teacher F: How did you do that?
.1ohn: Climbing up a hill on my motorcycle and I hit a rock

and uh...the front wheel popped up and I turned
around so the bike wouldn't fall, but it fell on
me and my head hit the dirt, and I ate some dirt.

Teacher F: Your face told me how you liked the taste of that.
(laughter)

Johnson's systemr-of analysis includes many subcategories within each move
\

and each type of cycle, but we have confined our application and adaptation of

the system to the diagramming of these three main question cycle types, as they

occur in sequence. A series of "topical" or independent question cycles are

displayed in a vertical sequence, as below:

1

2

3

A series of "conjunctive" cycles are displayed in a horizontal sequence, as
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follows:

1 2 3 4

An embedded cycle is shown as a subscript. Thus, a single probing question

occurring in reaction to one response in a conjunctive series would_be diagrammed

this way:

1 2 3
1

4

A series of three probing questions occurring in reactionto a response in a

nonconjunctive cycle (each probe would begin a new embedded cycle) would be

displayed in the following manner:

1

23

3

To illustrate the procedure further, we present a brief interactive sequence

which includes all three types of question cycles, and display our diagram of

that sequence.

solicit

Respond
React

(same Q) Respond
React

(same Q) Respond
Reset
(Solicit)
(Respond)
(React)

(same Q) Respond
React

(same Q) _Respond
React
(Solicit)

(Respond)

(React)
(same Q) Respond,

React

Solicit
Respond
React

Teacher D:

Michael:
Teacher D:

Robert:
Teacher D:

Mark:
Teacher D:

Mark:
Teacher D:

Gavin:
Teacher D:

Chris:
Teacher Di"

Chris:
Teacher D:

Judy:
Teacher D:

Pupils:
Teacher D:

Can you give me some nouns

Michael.
Presidents.
Presidents are persons.

Butchers.
A butcher is a person.

Directors.
A director is a person.

What do they do?
They direct movies.
OK, movie directors.
Parents.
Parents are persons.*

Ancestor.
Ancestors are persons. Would most of them be

living or dead?

Dead.
They would be dead, huh? Judy.

Sisters.
Sisters are persons. Very good. Now, can

you remember what a noun is? Let's do it

again.
A noun is a person, place, or thing.

Very good. That was a very good review.

that are people?

Diagram

1 2 3
1

4 5
1
6

2
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In this sequence, then, a series of six conjunctive (horizontal) question

cycles occurred, and two of these contained embedded (subscript) cycles within

them. This conjunctive series was followed by a new, structurally independent,

or "topically" related cycle (vertical). We have attempted to make the diagrams

which display these relationships quite simple in design, so that the "bare

bones" of .'e lesson structure stand out. The sequence of the question cycles,

for purposes of reading the diagram, moves from left to-right and from top to

bottom.

The lessons in graphic form. The structural diagrams for each of the thirty-

six lessons are presented in Figures 6-11, with the six lessons for a given teacher

all included in a single figure. The reader is thus presented With a graphic

display of the lessons themselves, from which (s)he may form some hypotheses

or generalizations in addition to the conclusions that we will present.

An underlining of a question cycle indicates that it was initiated by a

pupil, rather than by the teacher (i.e., a pupil asked the question that began

the cycle). Where a series of embedded cycles occurred, and some of these were

initiated by the teacher while others were initiated by pupils, the number of

lines indicates how many were initiated by pupils (e.g., a question cycle which

included six embedded cycles within it, three of which were questions initiated

by pupils, would be diagrammed thus: 16).

7.;

The topic of each Asson is noted above the diagram. In several instances

these teachers used specific instructional strategies, or "models" (Joyce &

Weil, 1972), which they had learned in connection with a Teacher Corps project.

Where a specific model or strategy was used, this is noted. Where textbooks

were the primary source of materials and questions for discussion, this is noted.

If a lesson utilized a special activity other than discussion, this is noted.

What stands out immediately on these graphic displays of lesson structures
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FIGURE 5

Structural Sequencing of Question Cycles

In Lessons Taught By
Teacher A

Early September, Late September

10 11 12 13 14 15 16 17

October
Stories About

Written By Pupil!

4
3

4 5 6

Topic: Scrambled Sentences

1

2 2

3
2

4

5

6

7 2 3

8
1

9

10

11

12 2 3 4

13

14

15 2

16
1
2

17 2 3 4

Topic:

1

2 2 3

3

4 2 3

5

6

7

Reading a Story
About Foods We Like

4 5 6 7 8 9

Topic: Reading
Cats,

13

2 2 3

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

10

11

12

13

14

15 2 3

16

17

18

19

20

75

/
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FIGURE

(Continued)

November December

Topic: Practicing the Topic: "Sharing rime"

Thanksgiving Play

1

2

3

4

1
1

2 3
2

4
8

5
2

2

3
3

2
2

4

5 54 22 31

6

7

8

9

0

11 2 3 4

12 2 3

13

14

15

16

17

18
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20
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22 2 3 42

23

24

25 77
76-

January
Topic: The Story of

Abraham Lincoln

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

10

11

12

2

I

3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10
3

11 12 13 14 15
5

133
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FIC;88f. 6

Structural Sequencing,of Question Cycles

T- Lessons Taught By
Teacher B

8.2iMOSE Ate 11Pteliber
Topic: Feelings

(Synetics Model, Personal Anaingy)

1

.4112
Topic: Capitalising Names

(Concept Attainment Model)

.e

2 2
2 2 3

3
3 2

4
4 2 3 4 5 6 7

S
-5 2 3 4

6
6 2 3

7 2 3
7 2

1
3 4

8
8 2 3,

9
9 21 3 4

10
10 21 3 4 5 6

11
i1 2 3 4

12 2 3 4 51
1

13

14

15

16 2 3

17

18

19

7j

pctoher
Topic: Categorising Concrete Object

(Concept formation Model)

1

2

3 2

4

5 2

6

7

8

9

10

11

12
1

2

13
1

14

15 2 3

16

17

18

19

20

21

22
1



FIGURE 6

{Continued)

November . pecember January

Topic: Describing Thanksgivift Food Topic: Asking Good Questions Topic: Origins of Names

(Synectics Model, Direct Analogy_)

I 2.3

2

3 2 3

4 2
1

5 2 3

6

7

tl

9 2

10

11

12

13

14 2 3
1

4 5

15 E 3 4 5

Lb

18 2 i 4

19

'31

1

(Inquiry Training Model)

26
1

1.

27-1
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28
1

3 2
3

29 4 2 .3
2

4
6

30 5 2
3

3 4 51

31 vi 2 31 41 51
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3

7

33 8, 2 3 4

14

35.5
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1: f 37

38
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Early September
Topic: How Animals Communicate

(Textbook Lesson)

1

2

3

4.

5

6
1

7 2 3

8

9

10 .

11

12

13

14

15
1

16

17

18
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20
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3
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4- 5 6 7
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FIGIAS 7

Structural Sequencing oI,Question Cycles
In Lessons Taught By

Teacher C

Late September
Signs

000"°

October
Comparisons

Model, Direct Analogy)

Topic: Interpreting
(Textbook Lesson)

Topic: Making

(Synectics

1 t 1
1

2 3 4

2 2 2 3 4 5 6 7

3 3 2 3 4 5 6 7
1

0

4 2 3 4 5 4 2 3

5 2 5
1

2 3 4 5

6
3

6 3
1

4 5

7
1

7 2 3

8 3 4 8 2 3
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10 10

11 11

12 12

13 13 2 3 4

14
1

2 14
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2

16
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1
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2

19

20 2
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November
Topic: Asking Good Questions

(Inquiry Training Model)

1

2

->qp. 3

4

54,

. 6

7

8

9

10

, 11

12

13

14

15

16

17
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` FIGURE 7

(Continued) '

December 1A12212
Topic: "Interference" in Communication Topic: Nouns

(Textbook Lesson) (Textbook Lesson)

26 1
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FIGURE 8

Structural Sequencing of Question Cycles
In Lessons Taught By

Teacher D

Early September Late September

Words
Pantomime)

Topic: Cosipound Words

(Concept-Attainment Model)
Topic: Action

(Activity is

1 1 2 3

2 2 2 3

3 3

4 4

5 5

6 6
3

7
1 7

2

a 8

9
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11

12
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14 2 3 4
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3
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FIGURE 8

(Continued)

, Noveaber
December

Topic: Describing Things Topic: Building Mental Pictures

(Sensor Awareness Model)
.
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FIGUR% 9
---------

StructurAl Sequencing of Question Cycles

In Lessons Taught By
Teacher E

Early September Late_aptember October
*-

Topic: Wiiicd Order and Topic: Choral Reading Topic: Preparation for Creative

Sentence Meaning (Textbook Lesson) Writing on "The Haunted House"

(Textbook Leeson)
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FIGURE 9
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Structural Sequencing of Question Cycles

In Lessons Taught Sy
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To ic: Transforming Statements
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FTGURE 10

(Continued)
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is that\each teacher shows'some variation in structure from one lesson to the

text, and that some teachers show' marked variation between lessons (e.g., compare -

the November, December, and January lessons of Teacher A, in Figure 6, or the

December and January lessons of Teacher B, in Figure 7). There are other inter-

esting aspects of these diagrams that may not be so immediately obvious.

Consider the lessons taught in early September by Teachers E (Figurs.10)

and F (Figure 11). These happened to be two lessons dealing with exactly the

same page of the same textbook, though taught by, two different teachers to two

different classes on two different days. Note the similarity in the structure

of these two lessons. Now compare these to other "textbook lessons." (See

Figures 8, Wand 11;in each figure, four lessons are designated as textbook

lessons.) In all but One case, these lessons tend to be more vertical than

horizontal in structure, with several instances of conjunctive sequences which

are short to moderate in length. The single exception to this general pattern

is Teacher E's December lesson (Figure10), where many students were invited to

int, .pret a poem presented in the textbook by giving their own opinions and ideas

about the problem raised in the poet.

If textbook lessons appear to have a somewhat distinctive structural sequen-

cing of question cycles, this is even more true of "model" lessons. Consider,

for example, the two "inquiry training" lessons (Teacher B in December, Figure

7; Teacher C in November, Figure 8). These lessons stand out because they are

almost entirely vertical in structure, and because a large number of question

cycles are frpitiated by pupils. This lesson strategy involves having students

ask questions that gradually zero in to identify critical variables that may

serve to explain a "puzzling situation" introduced by the teacher. Thus;, the

lesson structure-displayed in these two instances appears to be appropriate

to the model. In contrast to these two lessons are three' which follow a

"synactics" model (Teacher B in late September and in November, Figure 7;
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Teacher C in October, Figure 8). These lessons show much more horizontal, or

conjunctive, development in relation" to vertical development. The "Synectics

Model" involves pupils in analogical reasoning, asking them to make comparisons

between two rather dissimilar things as a way of developing creative thinking.

Since divergent responses are desirable, it is appropriate to have several stu-

dents respond to any given question. This pattern of question cycling is clear-

ly evident in the diagrams for these three lessons.

The impression derived from studying these graphic displays of the lessons,

then, is that the structural sequencing of question cycles can vary a great

deal from lesson to lesson, and that much of this variation may derive from

the instructional strategy, or teaching procedure,--being 3ed. As a descriptive

device, the structural diagram appears to-reflect some important similarities

and differences between lessons.

Measures of conjunctive and embedded development. The data contained in

the lesson diagrams can be used to quantify certain aspects of the lesson struc-

ture. We have developed two different measures for this purpose. The measure

of conjunctive development of the lesson is calculated as follows:

(Number of Questions Which
Initiate a_Conjunctive Series Average Number of Questions in

Number of Questions Contained a Conjunctive Sequence

in the Vertical Sequence

This measure is designed to give some quantification of the degree to which..

questions are developed "horizontally," by giving several pupils an opportunity

to respond to the same question.
,

The measure of embedded development of the lesson is calculated in a similar

way, as follows: .

(Number of Question Cycles
Which Include an Embedded

Alt
.

Cycle Within Them Average Number of Embedded Cyclel.

Total Number of Question Within a "Main" Question

Cycles in Lesson, (Including
Conjunctive Cycles)
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This measure is designed to quantify the degree: to which pupil responses are

developed, expanded, or refined through use of probing questions.

These-measures are presented for each lesson, organized by teacher and

time, in Table 14. Friedman's analysis of variance by ranks shows no signifi-
.

cant differences among teachers on either of these measures, but there are sig-

nificant differences over time for conjunctive development (p.05) and differ-

ences that approach significance for embedded development (p4;.10). In each

case the December and January lessons tend to be ranked highest, suggesting

that questions may tend to be pursued'in somewhat more depth in the middle of

the school year than they are at the beginning. However, the November lessons

tend to be ranked lowest, and we can offer no logical explanation for this

pattern.

It is also worth noting that measures of conjunctive development are quite

similar for lessons based on similar instructional strategies. For example,

the two textbook lessons on word order and sentence meaning show conjunctive

development measures of .334 (Teacher E in early September) and .250 (Teacher

F in early September). The two inquiry training lessons show measures of .094

(Teacher B in December) and .060 (Teacher C in November). Conjunctive develop-

ment in the three synectics lessons was calculated at 3.636, 1.633 (Teacher

B in late September and November), and 3.003 (Teacher C in October). These

measures, therefore, confirm the impression derived from the pictorial display,

that the question cycle structure of lessons may be related to the instructional

strategy being used.

Salien,y of pupil responses. When the saliency of pupil responses to other

pupils is examined in relation to types of question cycles, significant differ-

ences are found. Table 15 presents the proportions of pupil responses which

were reported as heard by more than 25% of the pupils reporting, organized by

type of question cycle. When pupil reports-of structurally independent, con-



TABLE 14

A Comearison-of Lessons
in Terms of Structural Characteristics

(Orienized by Teacher and Time)

Measures of Conjunctive Development

Teacher
A

Teacher
B

Teacher
C

Teacher
D

Teacher

E

Teacher
F

Early September .999 /.686 .572 .700 1.334 .250

Late September 2.860 3.636 .814 .835 .809 .945

October .600 .499 3.003 .601 1.499 1.125

November .423 1.633 .060 .578 .250 1.000

December 1.998 .094 1.000 5.661 3.830 1.523

January 1.136 2.500 1.052 2.761 .350 1.283

Ranks for Times by Teacher: x
r

2
11.849, df fa 5; p<.05

Measures of Embedded Development

Teacher
C

Teacher
D

Teacher
I

'Teacher
F

Teacher
A

Teacher
B

Early September .146 .070 .220 .329 .393 .440

Late September .000 .070 .375 .459 .210 .399

October .267 .224 .090 .700 .040 .503

November .118 .120 .000 .140 .165 .070

December 2.078 .462 .594 .240 .301 .342

January .367 1.082 .341 .278 .520 .338

Ranks for Times by Teacher: x
r

2
.4.398; df -5; p4C.10
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t
Junctive, and embedded question cycles are compared, Friedman's analysis of

variance by ranks shows a highly significant difference (p.0017), with pupil

responses tbst occur in conjunctive question cycles being most salient (reported

as beard most frequentlyY, and pupil responses that occur in embedded cycles

being least salient.

The embedded cycle referred to here is the question cycle which occurs in

reaction to a pupil's response to another (main) question, that is, the cycle

which is contained within another cycle. To examine saliency o' pupil responses

further, we have also compared reporting of pupil responses in question cycles

which contain no embedded cycles, question cycles which do contain embedded

cycles, and the embedded cycles themselves. These data are presented in the

second half of Table 15. Friedman's analysis of variance-by ranks again shows

a highly significant difference in the proportion of pupil responses that are

salient --to other_pupile.__Pupil responses that occur in question cycles that

contain embedded cycles (i.e., pupil responses which are probed by the teacher

or other pupil') are most salient to other pupils, and pupil responses that

occur within the embedded cycles themselves (i.e., pupil responses to the probing

questions) are !east salient.

Taken together, these findings suggest that pupil comments are most salient

to other pupils when they occur in response to a question that is pursued (ex-

panded, developed) by the teacher in some was:, e.g., by asking a probing question

of the same student, or by asking another student to respond to the same ques-

tion. This interpretation fits well with findings presented in Part II of this

final report, relating to pupil interpretations of the functions of questions,

responses, and praise in lessons. These earlier findings suggest that pupils

interpret the function-of the question cycle as follows:

1) Teacher questions serve to identify the things that one ought to know;
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TABLE 15

Saliency of'Pupil Comments
Compared By Type of Question Cycle

(proportions of pupil comments reported

with high frequency)

Pupil Responses in
Independent Cycles

Pupil Responses is
Conjunctive Cycles

Pupil Responses in
Embedded Cycles

Classroom A .177 .291 .154

Classroom B .333 .442 .228

Classroom C .229 .322 .055

Classroom 1) .231 .259 .042

Classroom E .235 .300 .120

Classroom .167 , .464 .213

x
r

2+10.350; df2; p.0017

Classroom A

Classroom B

Classroom C

Classroom D

Clrssroom £

Classroom F

x
r

2
+12.017; df+2; p.00013

Cycles Without
Embedded Cycles

Pupil Responses in
Cycles Containing
Embedded Cycles

.248 .250

.379 .444

.255 .333

.216 .333

.262

104

.323

.349

Pupil Responses in
Embedded Cycles

.228

.055

.042

.120

.213



2) The answers to questions serve to inform other pupils, so that if

one pupil knows what ought to be known, soon all may know it; and

3) Praise serves to mark the pupil responses which are particularly "good"

(most accurate, moat informative), so that pupils should give special

attention to those answers 'which are praised.

Given the findings on saliency of pupil responses to other pupils just reported

here, we can now add an additional point to this summary:

4) Teacher extension of a question cycle (by making it a conjunctive cycle,

or by embedding a new cycle within it) nerves to indicate to pupils

that this is a particularly important uestion, so that pupils should

give special attention to the responses which it elicits.

SumttEy. This system of analysis appears to be potentially productive for

use in other studies. It provides a graphic display of the sequential structure

of question cycling in lessons, as well as permitting quantification of the

degree of "conjunctive development" ard "embedded development" contained in the

lesson. In its application in thii study, thfsystem did not provide evidence

of systematic differences
among teachers, but it did show significant differences

over time. The structural diagrams appear to reflect e- and- 4fferences

in lessons that relate to teachers' use of particular instructional strategies.

1

In this particular study, the numbers of lessons following a given strategy

or model were too small to permit a test of significance, but this is a good

question for\future investigation.

The saliency of pupil comments to other pupils was explained, at lasatin

part, by use of this analysis system. Pupil comments that occur in response

to a question that is extended by the teacher (by use of conjunctive or embedded

cycles) are most salient to other pupils. This finding is readily integrated'

into earlier findings about pupil interpretations of the functions cf questions

in lessons.
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Classroom Langusee Factors
and Success in School:

Three Descriptions

As we noted in our introduction, one important reason for considering

three different analysis systems is to determine whether using different op-

,
proaches to analysis of classroom language factors will result in identifying

sharply different' relationships between classroom language factors and success

in school. We have a limited opportunity to examine this question by cover-
,

ing the.r.hrSe approaches with regard to their discriptioos of Classroom E

and Classroom F. A regression analysis (reported in detail in Part I of this

final report) showed that there were significant classroom differences in

final reeding achievement, when entering reading achievement was controlled

for. In particular, thire was a significant difference between the two fourth

grades, Classroom E and Classroom f, with Teacher F's pupils scoring higher.

We turn now to cossider what each of the three descriptive systems tells

_intellsdiffersnces in the language patterns in these two classrooms, for

these differences will
suggiii-riaseroomLlanguage.factors which may contribute

to differential pupil success in school.

Shut' has contrasted these two teachers in a variety of ways, based on the

dimensions cf language that he described. These contrasts are summarized

in Figure 12. The classroom language factors that stand Out here as possible

contributors to teaching.effectiveness are: focus on content rather than

form of the lesson; natural use of language rather than talking "tescherese;"

fluid movement of discussion topics rather than'tight control by teacher;

adding personal information ratter than withholding information. These factors

are all elements of what Shuy calls a strategy to reduce the mismatch of

school and home talk styles. This strategy would: eliminate the unneccessary

characteristics of school talk; build on the natural conversational style

with which children an familiar; and permoit students to talk, capitalizing
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FIGURE: 12

Contracting Teri Teachers
Alm,: Leaguer rlimensions

Teschf r

1. placement in the "form of
acing content" circle

2. one of the "best szamples
"of the special language
of classroom reacherese

3. "iron-fisted canted of
the topic;" she is "always
in control, inchimg fairard
slowly, never fully rr
vealing the right answers"

4. she iflustrates a technique
of "management by withholding
information"

Teacher P

1. placement in the "do content"
circle

2. the most "net4ral" use of
language of all six teachers

3. "adept at topic branching;"
a main feature is "the fluidity
of her lessons;" she is "atten-
tive to the need for topics
to flow smoothly from-one
another"

she "is personal (adding
her own experience to the
conversation)"
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on what they say, and steering that talk toward the content of the lesson.

Ramirez' speech act analysit'of these lessons has resulted in the identi-

fication of several areasiof significant classroom differences in language

use. Using thi- approach, Classroom E and Classroom F are contrasted in the

following ways. Teacher E is consistently higher than other teachers in this

study in the ratio of management acts to informatives. She is also high in

the ratios of general management to lesson-related management, meta statements

to informatives, and mete statements to lesson-related management. Teacher

` F, in contrast, was not consistently high or low on any of the speech act ratios.

According to this analysis, she is not "extreme" in any of her language pat-

terns.

This comparison suggests that classroom language factors which may con-

tribute to pupil success in school are the avoidance of "extremes" in general

(i.e., not consistently using some types of speech acts in disproportionate

amounts to other types); and the avoidance of disproportionate vse of manage-

ment statements relative to informatives, general management relative to

lesson-rellred management, and meta statements relative to either informatives

or lesson - ' management, in particular.

The diarams of structural sequencing,of question cycles show no obvious

differences between the ciassfoom language of Teachers E and F, other than

the fact that Teacher F seems to be more consistent in conjunctive development,

using a number of short conjunctive series in almost all of her lessons, whereas

Teacher E tends more to extremes, with several lessons almost completely de-

void of conjunctive cycles, and one that is heavily laden with several long

conjunctive series. (In Teacher Vs case, this sharp variation is not due

to use of a "model," for none of her lessons are "model lessons.") The measures

of conjunctive development of lessons showed no significant differences among

teachers, but it is the case that Teacher F shows less variation in this measure

than any of the other teachers. The overall mean for the measure of coniunc-
.
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tive'development is 1.337, and the standard deviation is 1.225. Teacher E

has a seas of 1.179 and a standard deviation of 1.381 for her six lessons.

Teacher F has a mean of 1.021 and a standard deviation of .432. According

to this system of analysis, then, a classroom lang. ge factor which may contrib-

ute to pupil success in school is the establishment of a fairly stable pattern

of a moderate amount of conjunctive development of lessons, as opposed to a

tendency to show extreme variation from lesson to lesson. It should be noted

here that pupil responses in conjunctive cycles are significantly more salient

to other pupils than responses in other types of cycles, thus-when a stable

pattern of moderate conjunctive development occurs, pupils may have more

opportunity to "learn" from other pupils.

Each ot thee three approaches, therefore, identifies a different factor

or set of factors that may contribute to pupil success in school. Interestingly

enough, however, some of the different factors lend support to each other.

For example, Shuy's description of language dimensions highlights the rrobabie

importance of a "natural" use of language as opposed to "teacherese," while

Ramirez' speech act analysis notes Cie probable value of avoiding language

extremes (i.e., not using certain types of speech acts in disproportionate

Amounts). In addition, the language dimension approach suggests the probable

importance of focusing on content rather than form of the lesson, while the

speech act analysis notes the probable value of avoiding a disproportionate

use of both management statements and meta statements in relation to informa-

tives.

It would appear then, that the findings based on quantification and

statistical significance derived from the speech act analysis serve to specify

and "harden"_the distinguishing ..:lassroom language factors identified by Shuy's

language dimension approach. Alternatively, the findings from the language

dimension analysis serve to "flesh out" the distinguishing classroom factors
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identified by Ramirez' speech act analysis, and place them in a broader context.

Considered together, the findings from these two approaches, with regard to

probable relationships between classroom language factors and pupil success

in school, provide important clues for variables to be considered in further

research on teaching. Considered separately, the findings from each of the two

approaches are somehow incomplete, and not entirely convincing.

In addition,, we must note that each of these two approaches, as presented

here, only provides infurmation about probable direct relationships between

classroom language factors and pupil success in school. The intervening

variable of pupil perceptions of classroom discourse is not an important

component of the factors which distinguish Classroom E from Classroom F, as

identified by either of these two approaches. It is a component, however, of

the distinguishing classroom
language factor identified by the question cycle

sequence approach. The stable patterns of conjunctive development of lessons,

which distinguish Teacher F from Teacher E (and all other teachers in this

study) are tied to pupil patterns of attending differentially to pupil responses

that occur in conjunctive cycles. Thus, this method of analysis points to a

potentially impertant link between classroom language factors, pupil perceptions

of classroom discourse, and pupil success in school. The reader will recall,

however, that initial analyses using this approach yielded no statistically

significant classroom differences.

We must conclude that although each of these three approaches tq analysis

of classrook language factors provides different findings about clateroom

language factors that may be related to pupil success in school, the findings

`do not contradict each other. Each system contributes something of value to

our understanding of sociolinguistic variables that may be important to pupil

success In school, bu_ each also leaves something to be desired. Is it pos-

sible that no single system is adequate to this task?
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Constrasts Among the
Three Descriptive Systems

There are more similarities and differences among these three approaches to

sociolinguistic analysis of lessons than can be revealed by a comparison of

classrooms E and F. We turn now to examine these more fully.

Certain global differences stand out sharply. To begin with, the presenta-

tion of data in each system highlights the most basic difference among them:

the fact that one is a conceptual approach, one lira categorical approach, and

one is a structural approach. The analysis of language dimensions, a concep-

tual approach, presents a verbal description of the lessons. The speech act

analysis. a categorical approach, presents a numerical desiription of the

lessons. The analysis of question cycle sequences, a structural approach, pre-

sents a graphic description of the lessons. 4,

Each system reveals rr least one aspect of classroom language that is ig-

nored by the other two. The language dimension approach provides information

on supersegmentals and topic cycling. The speech act analysis approach pro-

vides information on the frequencies with which discrete types of speech acts

occur, and distinguishes between use of real vs. psuedo questions, and parti-

cipant vs. non-participant informatives. The analysis of question cycles pro-

vides information on patterns of sequencing questioW cycles, and demonstrates

that these pattc.-ns are related both to the instructional strategy selected, and

to pupil patterns of attention.

It is also the case that certain topics are addressed by all three analy-

sis systems, and when this occurs each system tends to4eveal rather different

/7

kinds of information. One such topic is "form vs. content." The language di-

mension approach arrays the six classrooms on a continuum, reporting the ob-

servers' general impression that some teachers focus attention almost entirely

on the appropriate "form" for using language in the classroom, ignoring con-
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tent almost entirely, while other teachers focus attention on the form of the

lesson in which the content is presumably embedded, and still others focus

attention more on the content itself than on the form. The speech act analy-

sis compares the teachers on specific language ratios, describing the frequency

or management statements to informatives, and metastatements.to informatives,

thus providing objective measures of both attention to fori of using language

vs. attention to lesson content, and attention to form of the lesson vs. atten-

tion tolesson content. The analysis of question cycles illust,rates the fact

that lesson "form" is independent of. lesson content. (There are two lessons on

nouns, on compound words, and three on word order and sentence meaning, or

"scrambled sentences," and in each such set of lessons some differences in

lesson form are obvious.)

These types of distinctions among the three systems are all interesting,

but they tend to be differences whicl are complementary rather than contradic-

tory. If these were the only types, of distinctions to be made, then we might

conclude that choosing to use one of these analysis systems rather than another

would probably yield findings that differed more in form than in substance.'

But there are some clear contradictions in the findings of one system vs.

another.

For example, to return to the topic of form vs. content, the language di-

mansion approach tells us that: Teachers A and C are similar in that they

focus on the "form of doing school," and never get to content; Teachers D and

I are similar in that they focus on the °form of doing content" (i.e., empha-

sise lesson form over lesson content);, and Teachers B and f are similar in that

they actually "do content" (i.e., provide noticeable amounts of information in

their lessons). The data from the speech act analysis support part of this

contention, in that Teachers D and E are both ranked higher than other teachers
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on the ratio of meta statements to informatives (lesson form in relation to

lesson content), and Teacher B is ranked lower than other teachers on the same

Treasure. In addition, Teacher B is ranked losion the ratio of management to

informatives, suggesting that she does deal with relatively more content than

the other. teachers. here the similarities stop, and the contradictions be-

gin. We nbte that to her E is the highest ranked teacher on the ratio of

.

management to informat vas, while Teachers A and C, who supposedly rarely deal

with content, rank in the middle or this measure, along with Teacher F, who is

,designated as "doing content." Furthermore, Teacher C is similar to Teacher
.

#

B in ranking low on the ratio'of meta statements to informatives. Thus; f

we arrayed the six teachers on a continuum based on these frequency ratios,

it might look something like, this:

E D AF
. I

High
Low

Emphasis on Form vs. Content
(Speech Act Analysis)

in contrast to the continuum presented by the language dimensions approach,

which would look like this:

A,C D,E B,F

High
Emphasis on Form vs. Content
(Language Dimensions Approach)

Low

Clearly, with regard to this feature of langge, it will make a difference

in our findings if we select one system rathe than another, particularly with

regard to distinctions between Teachers A and .
#

How do we resolve this conflict? One way is to generate some additional

speech act ratios. We can, for example, compare the frequencies of informa-

tives to non-informatives in the two classrooms, to see whether these ratios

provide any evidence about differences in the amount of "content" dealt with.

The ratio of teacher informatives to non-informatives in the opening act is

.64 for Teacher A and .65 for Teaiher F. These are clearly not very different.
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But the ratio of pupil informatives to non-informatives in the answering act

is 2.72 for Classroom A and 6.76 for Classroom F. Classroom A's ratio is the

lfwest of all six classrooms, and Classroom F's is the highest.

Thus we learn that the pupil language is distinctly different in the two

classrooms with regard.to attention to content. This item of information was

not apparent in. the initial reports of either of the two systems. Had it not

been for the apparent discrepencies in the firdings of the two systems, it

might never have been revealed.

Contradictory evidence, then, should not lead us to choose one system and

discard another, necessarily. It may more profitably lead us to probe more

deeply into the data, and promote further insights. The fact that contradic-

tory evidence exists, however, makes it clear that choosing one analysis sys-
#

tem over another may lead to critical differences in our final conclusions.

Contradictions are not necessarily the most critical type of contrast

among the various systems, however. There are important differences in what is

revealed and what is concealed by alternative systems of analysis. Perhaps the

most striking example of this is the fact-that the speech act analysis reveals

significant classroom differences in language use, but only hints vaguely at

language differences related to instructional strategy, or lesson "model."

Th analysis of question cycle sequences, on the other hand, reveals the language

pat erns that emerge when particular instructional models are used, but masks

clan room differences. What do we lose in descriptive power by selecting one

of th as systems and discarding the other?

The Po sibilitios of
Descri ulation

It is abundantly clear from this- excursion into a comparative analysis of

three different systems for sociainguistic analysis of classroom language (a

non - statistical approach to meta-analysis), that selecting one system vs. another
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can affect both the form and substance of our findings. What may be even more

important is the fact that when analysis systems are compared in this manner,

both complementary and contradictory findings can be productive of fuither in-

sights. Perhaps the most important point of all has to do with the distinctive

features of the systems, which allow one system to reveal what another conceals,

for when the various systems are laid side by side, a much fuller picture emerges

of the phenomenon miler study.

Certainly none of these results is totally unexpected. Anyone who has ever

worked with More than one system of describing or analyzing classroom interac-

tion would have predicted such an outcome from the start. What is ratter sur-

prising to us is how well the findings from three such diverse systems interre-4

late. As we try to construct a picture of these classrooms, the systems pro-

vide us with interlocking pieces of the puzzle, where we might have expected that

each would help us to build a discrete segment of the total picture.

We are intrigued by this outc

a triangulation of the per

and ah outside observer wo

classroom discourse and succ

e. We began this study in the belief that

tions of pupil participants, teacher participants,

d enrich our understanding of relationships between

ss in school, and the explorations reported in Parts

I, II, and III of this final report have confirmed that belief. We now coa-

clude that a, triangulation of the perceptions provided by three different "out-

side observers" (or observation systems) can be equally powerful in developing

our understanding of classroom language.

The complexities of classroom interaction have long been acknowledges by re-

searchers. To date, the most successful attempts to deal with these complexi-

ties have involved extending the number and types of behaviors observed, adding

information on the contexts in which behavior occurs, and using statistical

techniques which allow for consideration of multiple variables and multiple
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"levels of analysis." The method of description by triangulstion, which has been

explored here, could add an important new weapon to our arsenal, enabling us

to be even more effective in our struggle to understand the world of the class-

room. Certainly it is deserving of further development and testing.

CONCLUSION

The question which instigated this particular piece of our investigation

was: how might the approhch that we select for the analysis of language as a

linguistic system affect what we learn about language in a given social situa-

tion. A more specific concern was: would the findings of this study with re-

gard to relationships among classroom language factors, pupil perceptions of

classroom language, and pupil success in school be different if we had selected

a different approach to the analysis of classroom language factors.

On the basis of the analyses presented here, we conclude that the relation-

ships among variables that were originally identified through use of the lan-

ie
guage dimensions approach to analysis of classroom language factors have not

been called into serious question by the descriptions of classroom language

factors derived from the two alternative analysis systems. In several instances,

information from the speech act analysis corroborates the descriptioni presented

by the language dimensions approach. Where contradictions have appeared, further

probing of the data has tended to reveal additional information which, in the

final analysis, supports the findings of the language dimensions approach.

It is comforting to know that the initial findings hold up-after this rather

intense scrutiny. But this is not to say that the findings are unchanged as

a result of this comparison of alternative systems. From the point of view of

many of our colleagues, we are sure, the descriptions of classroom-differences

provided by the language dimensions approach are considerably more persuasive

because they have been corroborated by findings of statistically significant

classroom differences based os the speech act analysis. Beyond that, the re-
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Ditto:whips betweea teacher expansjon or development of questions through use

of conjunctive or embedded cycles, pupil patterns of attending to responses of

other pupils, and pupil success in school, revealed by the analysis of question

cycle sequences, add an important new insight to our total understanding.

Thus, while the initial findings have not been seriously challenged by

the findings from the alternative descriptive systems, they have been consid-

erably expanded and strengthened. Much the same sort of statement could be made

had the initial findings been based on a speech act analysis, rather than a

language dimensions apnroach. However, had we begun the study with an analysis

of question cycle sequences, we would have concluded that there were almost

no classroom differences in patterns of language use. In this instance, the

initial findings would have been considerably altered by testing them against

descriptions from alternative systems. The analysis of question cycle sequences,

therefore, would seem to be a poor beginning point in attempting to identify

classroom language factors relevant to success in' chool, but had it been ex-

cluded entirely from the comparative analyses, 014 final results would be con-

siderably less revealing with regard to the chaining of relationships among

variables.

It li'clear that what we know is highly dependent upon our ways of knowing.

The analyses presented here merely provide concrete evidence of the specific

effects of different ways of knowing with regard to an understanding of class-

room language patterns in six elementary classrooms. One response to these

results could be to shrug our shoulders, acknowledge that any way of knowing

must be incomplete, and resign ourselves to accepting that fact. Our preferred

response is to continua searching for methods that will make our understanding

of the classroom more nearly complete. It is our strong belief that the method

of triangulation of findings from alternative systems of analysis can greatly

contribute to that more complete understanding. We sumestly recommend its use

in future research on teaching.
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APPENDIX

Speech Act Analysis Category System
Developed by Arnulfo Ramirez

Opening Move

1. Real Queeilon,- IR asking for information, clarification, reason., not

know by the speaker. Usually expressed in question form.

E: Who said that?*
Ate you afreld?
Now many of you agree with her?

2. Psusdo question - P - when the teacher is.asking for information, clari-

fication, reason, etc., to knowledge previously known. It is usually ex-

pressed in question form.
E: Wheredoes the capital letter go in the sentence?

Is be right? ,
*

3. Direct )- DM Commanding the student to answer or io

act. They are expressed in the imperative form. (Lesson related a w)
t: Open your book.

Tell mit, what is a sentence?

4. plistalmEELARisclpline) - DD.- commanding the student to act, using the

imperative form.

E: 1. quiet!
Stop talking!

S. Indirect Request (Management) - IN - commanding the student to answer or

act, expressed through the use of a modal.

E: ti you Wise X?
you .

Atli don't you
0

6. Ind, ireci Request (Discipline) - ID - commanding the student to act, usually

expressed is question form.

E: Why don't you stop talking?
Are you going to stop talking?

7. Informative (Participant) - IP - providing an opinion, idea, example, situa-

tion, etc., which includes the speaker,(? or S). It is usually expressed

in sentence form. NOT IN QUESTION FORM.

Es 1. I think she's at the wrong room.

.2. It sounds like a sentence to me.

3. Sometimes we get scale strange ones at the door.

4. I,think, I feel ...

S. Irdormative (Non-perticiont) NPI - stating fact, idea, example, observe-

tine, teasou, which does not include the speaker directly, usually expressed

IRS a statement.
SI I. lame pfople so to bed to sleep.

2. There are two more santences.

3. Well, there's the pig that bad wings.

*.
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9. Metaseetement M - informsting the student of what is going to occur, or

justifies what is going to occur in the lesson. It As expressed in the

future tense. *What the teacher is going to do in the lesson.

E: L. I an going to give you some words.

2. Today wears going to study

'1. Expressive E - A personalized comment, praise, or negative observation.

Its a comment addressed to the student. It is usually not lesson related,

E: i. That's a pretty dress.
2. You're a sleepy bunch today.

3. This is terrible weather.
a

Answering Move

. Reply (Participant) - RP - the student includes himself (e.g. personal

opinion, feelings, attitudes) in his response, usually includes pronouns

2. 141w iL(naliElicipATI) RNP - the student responds to the question without

propiding a personal, opinion, attitude, etc.

3. React (Verbal) - RV - a response tc a request (e.g. read, answer the ques-
11!.

tioe)

R.V.IT: What are you doing?
S: I an writing.

R.V.2T: Can you erase the blackboard?

S: Yes, I. will.

4. React ki:i0a-verbal) RNV - a response to a directive (e.g. BE QUIET.. Win

you open Our book, etc..)

Aeatafuledcistem - AM - a response to an informative.

E: ah, ha

OK

6. Repeat - REP - repeating'wbat student hai said in opening in question form,

*not using the exact words at times repeating all or part of f.t.

Reinitiate - REIN - asking the student to repeat or start over.

EELIELlEitIt

1. Accept - A - accepting the student's anover.

E: O.K., good, right.

. Praise P - *valuating the students by answer, judging its qual?iy.

I: Very good,

Comment C - a *moment which follows, an accept, praise, correct, or

paraphrase.

4. lamest - REP - repeating exactly what the student says.

3. Correct COR copfacting student's answer.

EI: No, the answer is

Paraphrase - PARA - the changing of the student's answer.
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Additional Adaptations
in Use siSnuumlyllten

T,4o changes were made in use of this category system before final analysis

of the data. The first change involved dropping from consideration certain

categories of speech acts which occurred very infrequently, or not at all, for

all teachers and all lessons. These categories included: direct request

(discipline), indirect request (discipline), expressive, acknowledgment, repeat

(in answering move), and reinitiate.

The second change involved expanding the category of "React (Verbal)" to

reflect various types of pupil responses after being called on by the teacher.

These additional categories included:

1. React, Verbal, Participant - a response to a nomination in which the

student includes himself/herself in the response;

2. React, Verbal, Non -Participant - a response to a
nomination in which

,

the student does not provide any personalized information;

3. React, Verbal, Real Question - a response to a nomination in which

the student asks a question to which (s)he does 'not know the answer;

and
.10

4. React, Verbal, Read/Recite - a response to a nomination in which the

student reads aloud from the textbook, the chalkboard, or his/her own

composition.

Tht categorizing of pupil reactions, using this expanded system, was done

by Greta Morine-Dershimer, rather than by the graduate students at the State

University of New York at Albany.


